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EDITORIAL
Hello. Thanks for buying us .. .
You will go to heaven! In this
months edition we have some
interesting stories from around the
globe. Starting with a sinister
report on an American Ufologist
who was murdered under very
suspicious
circumstances.
Thankfully we don't get to hear
too much of this - or perhaps the
deaths are made to look like
suicides - who knows ...

do take these reports seriously
because of the weight of
evidence I have read and heard
(sometimes first hand!).

can really go to town! In this
months magazine artwork has
been supplied by Daryl Smith and
Simon Davies (cartoon).

Our resident alien, Jonathan
Hurst gives us his insights into
alien
intervention
and
mythological
which are
·· Jonathan has
based
a friend of
for the

There are those out there who
love to pick me up on my spelling
mistakes, and this month you will
probably have a field day. I was so
rushed to get the magazine out
that it has not been checked
thoroughly. I apologise for any
goofs in advance ...
Thanks for reading and see you
next month ... Matthew

We have a report on Crop
Circles from
dedicated
researchers from
to feature more from th~( 'Piltdh#
school in future editions.
to play the awkward one,
a follow up article on the trials
pitfalls of unscientific research.
This, to me, does not affect the
work of all researchers but
certainly there are some out there
who need to take heed of my
message - science means science,
not pseudo-science ...
0

Para 5, line 7: Should
MAY ANS instead

0

We have an interesting
HARDCORE
report
on
Underground Tunnels in the
United States. These tunnels are
supposed to exist all over the
world and whilst I have heard
sketchy reports of similar
subterranean/alien hideouts here
in the UK, I have never been near
one, nor seen the aliens. I live in
hope - and welcome information
from anyone who may know of
leads to follow up on this story. I

Para 8, linel: "leave"
have been "have"
Para 9, line 4: Should have read
indication of this is our great
'"pr·.,,·.", in appearance and culture."
PAGE4: Para2, line 3: "Another
t., .. nPrnn'·" ' remnant is the Veil Nebula
Cygnus, estimated to have
•"'""lf"V'""'" over 50,000 years ago."
Para 3, line l ;"About 68,000
years ago the Earth was involved in
an interplanetary catastrophe."
PAGE5: Para 6, line 1: "What I
described above is but a mere
of our ancient history,
lthn11oh an important part because
the karmic repercussions can still
,
•.,..\.,ulu

front cover. Usually I compose
the pictures myself on the PC
using Photoshop . They look
100% better in colour and on the
screen than they do printed out.
This is because of the rather
"lossy" lazer printing process
and then the photocopying.
Perhaps one day we will be
printed in colour and then we
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MOD WITHDRAWS NEW
DOCUMENT FROM THE PUBLIC
RECORDS OFFICE
After spending two days at the Public
Records Office in Kew, London we have
discovered that the document used on an
episode of the BBC programme 'Out Of
This World' featuring researcher Nick
Redfern, has been withdrawn by the
Ministry of Defence.

After about ten or fifteen seconds they lost
sight of the UFO as it was obscured by the
pine trees at near the bathrooms at
Shoreline Park.
Look out for a lot more on the UFO
sightings and the dedicated Gulf Breeze
sky watchers in future issues of Truth
Seekers as yours truly will be spending
two weeks there in October.
BUDD HOPKINS NEW BOOK

The document (AIR 2 16918, reference
# 21457272), that was declassified in March
of this year, relates to a UFO event back in
the 1960's that was investigated by the
RAF's Provost and Security Service who are
now based at RAF Rudloe Manor, where it
is alleged that UFOs have been investigated
for a number of years. Though the Ministry
have admitted that Rudloe Manor was the
RAF 's co-ordination point for UFO
sightings, they have denied that anyone from
there have investigated UFO sightings at
any time. The document discovered by Nick
Redfern proves otherwise and therefore has
caused enough concern by people at the
Ministry to request for it to be withdrawn.
Such an incident makes a mockery of the
Public Records Office and the statements by
people such as ex MoD Air Secretariat Nick
Pope, who says that there is no UFO cover
up by the MoD as they are just not
interested in the matter. We will have more
on this matter soon in Truth Seekers.
GULF BREEZE UFO SIGHTINGS
Sightings of UFOs have continued to be
reported arotmd Gulf Breeze by local
residents and sky-watchers at Shoreline
Park. Recent sightings occurred on July
24th , August 6th (two separate sightings
reported) and August lOth, that consisted of
a variation of different lights ranging from
the usual bright white light (July 24th), to
what the witness on August 6th described as
what looked "like a plate held vertically or
like a wagon wheel in the sky". This
witness also reported seeing through
binoculars what may have been a blue beam
shoot out from the UFO.
The UFO seen by two sky-watchers at
Shoreline Park on August lOth was a long
thin cigar shaped object that was about two
inches long at arm's length and was,
according to the witnesses statement,
"illuminated underneath and then dark and
then this uneven bright strip along the top".

Look out for Budd Hopkins awaited
book on the New York UFO abductions
titled 'Witnessed - The True Story of the
Brooklyn Bridge Abductions' that was
released in the States on the 15th August.
It promises to be a fascinating, and
controversial book so get ordering.
Budd has also recently tied the not
with his girlfriend, who, contrary to what
was printed in Quest's UFO magazine, is
certainly not Linda Cortile.

chambers underneath the commons." He
also said that the key had been pocketed by
a builder with lRA connections. Police said
that tl1ey were taking the incident seriously
as a detailed description of the key was
given. (It's all part of the open government
initiative -ED!)
BRISTOL UFO SIGHTINGS
UNCOVERS SECRET PROTOCOLS
Mr Chris Davies of Bristol put his group
"Search" on the map, properly, with
successive radio interviews on Radio Bristol
after a recent UFO flap. The reports of
unusual aerial events started to trickle into
the Search group office in early July and
Chris Davies then started his enquiries. He
checked with the local air traffic control
tower at Bristol International Airport and
they were able to confirm that people had
been reporting UFOs to them, although did
not state having seen these appearing on
RADAR screens.

LEFT AT EAST GATE
We have been pleased to hear that the
long awaited book about the Bentwaters
incidents by Larry Warren and Peter
Robbins titled 'Left At East Gate', (that
we reported in Truth Seekers has fmally
got a publishing deal) will be out in shops
by the end of the year.
Also Larry and Peter will be doing a
public talk for Truth Seekers in Cardiff
sometime around February next year, we
will keep readers informed as to when this
will be.
COMMONS WORKMEN NICK KEY
TO TUNNEL
A lost key to secret passages under the
House of Conunons is being hunted by
police. Detectives fear it could end up with
the IRA.
The key opens a side entrance to a
garden area, leading to a warren of tunnels
beneath Westminster. No-one even noticed
it had gone until Scotland Yard were
tipped off by an underworld figure. He
said that the labourers - some with
criminal convictions - had discovered a
passage into the commons.
The man told police: "you open a
manhole cover and go down to the
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Witness drawing of light seen.
Investigation into the possibility tl1at
people had been seeing LAZER projections
or light-show beams were made and whilst
it was initially found that no lights could
explain the sightings, Chris now tells us that
he has uncovered inforn1ation on one type of
lighting projector, known as a "Skyflower"
which could explain some of the sightings.
Still despite an extensive search, no venues
have been found which were using this type
of equipment in the area, nor on the dates in
question.
Whether or not it is fmally decided upon
that the lights are in fact light projection
systems remains to be seen. One thing that
has come out of the whole affair is an
interesting admission by the MOD as to
procedure used in investigating UFOs. They
have stated that "reports are exanlined, with
the assistance of the Departments air
defence experts, as required".

This is an interesting admission as it
may go against some of the things the
outspoken, Mr Nick Pope, Sec 2a MOD
(The dept that he claims investigated UFOs
tmder his man power alone.) has said. Mr
Pope claims that he was the only person in
the MOD who used to investigate UFOs. He
also states that he did much of this
investigation through his own interest and
initiative. This would not seem to be the
case if the above facts as given by the MOD,
above, are proved to be true! This would
mean that there would have been a working
group above Pope who made the judgements
on UFO sightings and not Mr Pope.

magazine called Alien Encounters which
will deal with UFO issues directly. This
new money spi1mer, for commercial
orgaJlisation Paragon Publishing, should
all ready be on the shelves.

material, Under ultraviolet light, they
glowed a brilliant green - same as the
'fmgerprints' on ti1e thighs and backs of
some who claim to have been abducted, ti1e
doctor said.

[We at Truthseekers are opposed to
serious commercial ventures getting in on
the act and cashing in at the publics
expense. We wish to state that we feel tl1e
prices for bth of the above magazines is far
too high and should be reduced. - ED]

Strange items have been pulled from
'abductees' before, but many somehow have
disappeared before independent scientists
could exanune them. The sceptics remain
sceptical.

Is this an attempt to undennine Mr
Popes book by the MOD and attack his story
via a subtle cmmter story. I have no doubt
that this statement will prove to be very
controversial as it makes clear that Mr Pope
has chosen not to outline the full structure of
the MOD UFO investigation chmmels.
[Something that most intelligent Ufologists
have picked up on already ... -ED]

Ventura, California: He didn't want his
name used. He's a Califonlia surgeon and
he's scared of repercussions.

(Thanks to Mr Chris Davies for his
report. Further details of the report may be
obtained, or infonnation on Search Group
meetings infonnation via Chris on 0117 939
4956)

He performed the operations anyway,
before witnesses and a video camera. He
cut into the big toe of a woman and into
tl1e back of a man's hand. Both believed
they'd been abducted by aliens. From
both, he extracted small foreign objects
witi1 some unusual properties.

ENCOUNTERS GETS GELLER
TREATMENT
Uri Geller, well known psychic and
television personality has made a bold move
for public freedom of information on
paranormal phenomenon by buying the
magazine "Encmmters". Encounters which
was nm10ured to have been losing sales
recently will now be imaginatively titled
"URI GELLER ENCOUNTERS". We at
Truthseekers seriously doubt that this
cheesy title will help sales at all and we
suspect that it may not help. (Ego's abound
with the use of such a title.)
Many
serious researchers
have
boycotted the magazine because of it' s halfbaked journalism, small articles and the
magazines unclear position. Many people
have had reason to complain about
photographic copyrights being violated
(including the publishers of this magazine,
although Encounters realise tius problem
and have now arrangements to compensate
after nustakes being made.) We hope that
the new change of ownerslup will help the
sales, though we suspect that only if each
magazine is touched by Mr Geller llimself,
will the sales be guaranteed! And we predict
"free crystal" offers on the cover (you heard
it here first!)
Many of the original team ofEncmmters
have branched off and created a new

DOCTOR PROBES OBJECTS
REPORTEDLY LEFT BY ALIENS

"I'd probably be ostracised and be
criticised, maybe I'd even lose my licence,"
he said. "People with credibility who put
tl1emselves forward in this field could
wind up dead, in jail or out of business"

"No one has ti1e answers," he said.
"But we all know sometiung's going on."
The doctor has been active in UFO
groups for five years. Through them, he
met a Houston UFO researcher who sent
the purported abductees here for surgery
last August.
The patients didn't know each other.
Neither had been aware of the objects he
or she carried. Neither bore any nearby
scars or pw1chrres. In both cases, the
objects came to light in X-rays for minor,
wrrelated injuries. In decades of practice,
ti1e doctor said he'd never seen anytlling
quite like what he fished out. The objects
were encased in a thick, dark membrane. These weren't cysts, he said. They were so
tough, his scalpel couldn't cut them.
The object in tl1e man was the size of a
cantaloupe seed; one of the woman's two
was T-shaped. Both patients jerked back
when the doctor touched ti1e objects - an
unusual reaction for people calmed by
hypnosis and placed on local anaesthetics.
[Because alien implants are usually
attached to the nervous system.]
Back in Texas, the membranes were
dried out and cut open, revealing tiny,
highly magnetic pieces of a shiny black

"We have not heard of anytlling that,
without the shadow of a doubt, couldn't have
been made here on Earth," said Barry Karr,
director of the Centre for Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP).
"Let's see the evidence."
Perhaps ti1ey will.
The objects are in Houston for electrical,
chemical and microscopic analysis. The
patients who unwittingly carried them say
they feel liberated. The doctor figures he'll
be called on to perform more operations
before long. By Steve Chawkins
Note: The above newsclipping was
reprinted in ti1e January 1996 edition of The
Y Chronicles - a Canadian newspaper which
focuses on the paranormal. The insertion at
the end of ti1e eight paragraph is my own Jonati1an Hurst.

[Jhis report is certainly referring to the
Derrel Sims abduction research. A large
feature on this appears in Sept/Oct issue of
UFO magazine, and I have been privileged
to see the video of the implant removal. It's
real folks ... - ED]
THE GALICIAN SIGHTINGS
During ti1e month of February SpaJlish
news charmels broadcasted a video that was
taken by the villagers of a region in Galicia,
in the nortl1 of Spain. The area that the video
was taken from was subjected to a string of
UFO sightings over a period of about 3
months.
On the afternoon of Wednesday the 24th
January at 8 p.m. IS students from
Vilapedre and a dozen or so other people,
from Roupar de Abaxo saw a lighted sphere
that changed colour constantly and carried
out strange movements. The light had
remained in view for several minutes.

That particular afternoon a group of
investigators went to the site with the
objective of filrning the craft that had been
plaguing the area. The head of the group
was called Marcelino Requejo , when
interviewed by the Spanish magazine
enigmas he said the following:
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PHOTOS: TOP RIGHT, Map ofthe
Galicia area. MIDDLE RIGHT, plane
is shown in middle of picture with blur
from its movement, whilst the UFOs
hover in the lower left corner of the
photo. LOWER RIGHT, another plane
is shown with its lights on, and the
UFO in the lower left have chnaged
lighting configuration slightly.
"We were situated on the outskirts of
Santaballa , a locality that had been
subjected to various sightings. Suddenly we
observed a light in the sky that was moving
very slowly. It was a brilliant white light ,
although on occasions it carried out some
rapid accelerations. I can say with certainty
that it wasn't an aeroplane or a helicopter. It
was captured on our camera for nearly 3
minutes until it disappeared into the
clouds."
The film was tested and it was found to
contain an opaque object that remains static
for most of the duration of the video.
Requejo added that after the video of the
UFO was shot two fighter jets could be seen
carrying out manoeuvres in the sky. The
aerodrome in Rozas later suggested that it
could have been an observation balloon,
although
when
confronted,
the
meteorological centre in La Corona denied
releasing any atmospheric globe into that
region during the afternoon.
Investigators have collected numerous
reports from the surrmmding villages of As
Pontes , Lugo and Villalba by villagers who
have purported to have seen very bright
yellow and orange lights in the sky that fly
silently and don't seem to behave like any
aircraft they have seen before.
The mayor of tl1e district of Codesido
recommended to all tl1e region to keep quiet
about the happenings , probably fearful that
it would result in a large amount of
journalists arriving. This recommended
action of silence didn't however stop the
national television station Telecinco from
arriving there.
The stories of UFO activity don't just
stop at sightings of lights in the sky. Several
people have testified to having been witness
to UFO landings , in fact according to one
witness a strangely lit craft landed in his
front garden before changing from a blue to
a red colour and taking off noiselessly.
There have been other accounts of landings
also. One of these involved some strange
lights passing above the car of a resident of
the region. on examining the car afterwards
the roof of the car was abnormally burnt.
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PHOTOS: MIDDLE, shows UFO taken
over the base, through an Infra Red
Scope. Base lights are seen at bottom of
photo. LOWER, is a blow up of that
same photo.
All of the testimonies given by the
various witnesses in the region have
suggested to investigators in tl1e area that
the object is triangular in shape always
surrounded by light of varying intensity and
colour.
Some of the recent files that have been
declassified by the Spanish air force show
that the area in question has played host to a

number of sightings in the past , as well as
urologists in Spain having reports of UFO
activity in the area dating back 50 years.
What prompted the attention of
Ufologists and journalists alike to the UFO
activity of this region was the sighting by
some of the soldiers on a military base in
As Gandaras in the province ofLugo. This
all began on the 28th November 1995
when the guard that was keeping an eye on
the monitor saw an object that was
perfectly distinguishable from the lights of
the base some metres above the wire
fence. The object appeared to be
suspended in space. The sightings had
already begun in the area some four days
previous to the filming of the UFO by the

military base. Many of the locals had
already reported sightings to the local
newspaper El Regresso. [Apt- ED]
The military have declared that the
UFOs that have been reported and filmed by
the base and the locals are nothing more
than lights from cars and mountains or from
the quarry at Ferbedoira. Local urologists
have checked out these explanations for the
mass UFO activity and don't think that it can
sufficiently explain the appearance of the
UFOs as the lights from the quarry are very
dim and no mountains exist to the south of
the base. -Richard Conway.

SOURCES: Ano-Cero 7.2, Mas Alia
85, Enigmas No 3, Spanish News, Esta
Noche (Daily Chat Show)
[Anyone who wishes to contact Richard
regarding his Spanish UFO investigations
may do so by writing to him at: 28 Malford
Grove, South Woodford, London. El8 2DX.

EMU FORA
East Midlar1ds UFO Research Association

UFO Reports Hotlines
Tony- 0115 927 5623
Steve- 0115 974 8772

ST"UAlTIIKE
CROP CIRCLES ON THE W.W.W. (Internet!)
earch for "The Crop Circle Connector" Online

41 High Street
SALTFORD
Bristol
Tel (01225) 873665
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disturbing News arucle toun
on the Internet...

Phil Schneider, a very brave man,
recently lost his life due to what appeared
to be a military-style execution in
January 1996.
He was found dead in his apartment
with piano wire still wrapped around his
neck. According to some sources, be had
been repeatedly tortured before being
killed.
Phil Schneider was an ex- government
engineer who was involved in building
underground bases.
He was one of three people to survive
the 1979 fire fight between the large
Greys and US intelligence and military at
Dulce underground base.
In May 1995, Phil Schneider did a
lecture on what forces he bad discovered.

Seven months later he was killed by
those for whom be bad previously
worked.
This man's final acts should not go
unnoticed.
A synopsis of a lecture by Bill Schneider.

"It is because of the horrendous
structure of the Federal Govenunent that I
feel directly imperilled not to tell anybody
about this material. However I would like to
mention that this talk is going to be broken
up into four main topics. Each of tl1ese
topics will have some bearing on what you
people are involved in, whether you are
patriots or not."
"I want you to know tl1at these United
States are a beautiful place. I have gone to
more than 70 countries and cmmot
remember any country that has the beauty,
as well as the magnificence of it's people,
like tl1ese United States."
"To give you an overview of basically
what I mn, I started off and went through
engineering school. Half of my schooling

was in that field and I built up a
reputation for being a geological engineer,
as well as a structural engineer with both
military and aerospace applications. I
have helped build two main bases in the
United States that have some significance
as far as what is called the New World
Order. The first base is the one at Dulce,
New Mexico.
I was involved in 1979 in a fire fight
with alien hmnm1oids m1d I was one of the
survivors. I'm probably the only talking
survivor you will ever hear. Two other
survivors are under close guard. I am the
only one left Umt knows tl1e detailed files
of the entire operation. Sixty- six secret
service agents, FBI, Black Berets and the
like, died in tl1at fire fight. I was there."
"Number one, part of what I am going
to tell you is going to be very shocking.
Part of what I am going to tell you is
probably going to be very m1believable,
fuough, instead of putting your glasses on,
I'm going to ask you to put your 'seepticals'
on. But please, feel free to do your own
homework.
I know the Freedom of
Information Act isn't much to go on, but it's
the best we've got. The local law library is
a good place to look for Congressional
Records. So, if one continues to do their
homework, then one can be standing
vigilant in regard to their country."
DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY
BASES
"I love the cmmtry I am living in more
than I love my life, but I would not be
standing before you now, risking my life,
if I did not believe it so. TI1e first part of
this talk is going to concern deep
underground military basses and tile black
budget. The Black Budget is a secretive
budget that garners 25% of the gross
national product of the United States. TI1e
Black Budget currently consumes $1,25
trillion per year. At least this amount is
used in black programmes, like those
concerned with deep underground military
bases. Presently, there are 129 deep
underground military bases in the United
States."
"They have been building these 129
bases day m1d night, unceasingly, since the
early 1940's. Some oftl1em were built even
earlier than tl1at. TI1ese bases are basically
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large cities underground connected by highspeed magneto-leviton trains that have
speeds up to Mach 2. Several books have
been written about this activity. Al Bielek
has my only copy of one of fuem.
Richard Souder, a Ph-D architect, has
risked his life by talking about this. He
worked with a number of goverrunent
agencies on deep underground military
bases. In around where you live in Idal10,
tl1ere are 11 of them." "The average depth of
these bases is over a mile and they again are
basically whole cities underground. They
are all between 2.66 and 4.25 cubic miles in
size. They have laser drilling machines tl1at
can drill a turmel seven miles long in one
day. The Black Projects sidestep the
authority of Congress, which as we know is
illegal. Right now, the New World Order is
depending on iliese bases. If I had known at
the time I was working on fuem, tllat tl1e
NWO was involved, I would not have done
it. I was lied to rather extensively."
DEVELOPMENT OF MILITARY
TECHNOLOGY, IMPLIED GERMAN
INTEREST IN HYPERSPACIAL
TECHNOLOGY, AND MORE
"Basically, as far as technology is
concerned, for every calendar year that
transpires, military teclmology increases
about 44.5 years. This is why it is easy to
understand that back in 1943 tl1ey were able
to create, tlrrough the use of vacuum tube
technology, a ship that could literally
disappear from one place and appear in
another place. My Father, Otto Oscar
Schneider, fought on both sides of tile war.
He was originally a U-boat captain, was
captured and repatriated in the United
States. He was involved with different
kinds of concerns, such as the Abomb, the
H-bomb and tile Philadelphia Experiment.
He invented a high-speed can1era tllat took
pictures of the first atomic tests at Bikini
Island on July 12, 1946. I have original
photos of tllat test, the photos show UFO's
fleeing the bomb site at a high rate of speed.
Bikini Island at the time was infested with
them. Especially under tile water and the
natives had problems with tlleir animals
being mutilated. At that time, General
MacArthur felt that the ext war would be
with aliens from oilier worlds." "Anyway,
my father laid the groundwork wifu
theoreticians about tile Philadelphia
experiment, as well as other experiments.

What does that have to do with me?
Nothing, other than the fact that he was
my father. I don't agree with what he did on
the other side, but I think that he had a lot of
guts coming here.
He was hated in
Germany. There was a $1 million reward,
payable in gold, to anyone who killed hin1.
obviously, they didn't succeed. Anyway
back to our topic - deep underground bases."
THE FIRE FIGHT AT DULCE BASE
"Back in 1954, under the Eisenhower
administration, the Federal govemment
decided to circumvent the Constih1tion of
the United States and fom1 a treaty with
alien entities. It was called the 1954 Greada
treaty, which basically made ti1e agreement
that the aliens involved could take a few
cows and test their implanting teclmiques on
a few human beings, but that they had to
give details about the people involved.
Slowly, the aliens altered ti1e bargain m1til
they decided they wouldn't abide by it at all.
Back in 1979, this was the reality and the
fire fight at Dulce occurred quite by
accident. I was involved in building an
addition to the deep m1derground military
base at Dulce, which is probably the deepest
base. It goes down seven levels and over 2.5
miles deep.
At that particular time, we had drilled
four distinct holes in the desert and we were
going to link ti1em together and blow out
large sections at a time. My job was to go
down the holes and check the rock samples,
then recommend the explosive to deal with
a particular rock. As I was headed down
there , we found ourselves amidst a large
cavern that was full of outer-space aliens,
otherwise known as large Greys. I shot two
of them. At that tin1e, there were 30 people
down there.
About 40 more came down after tins got
started and all of them got killed. We had
surprised a whole underground base of
existing aliens. Later, we found out that
iliey had been living on our planet for a long
time, perhaps a million years. This could
explain a lot of what is behind the theory of
ancient astronauts."
"Anyway I got shot in the chest with one
of their weapons, which was a box on ti1eir
body, fuat blew a hole in me and gave me a
nasty dose of cobalt radiation. I have had
cancer because of that."
"I didn't get really interested in UFO
technology until I started work at Area 51,
north of Las Vegas. After about two years
recuperating after the 1979 incident, I went
back to work for Morrison and Knudson,
EG&G and other companies. At Area 51,

they were testing all kinds of spacecraft.
How many people here are familiar with
Bob Lazar's story? He was a physicist
working at Area 51 trying to decipher the
propulsion factor in some offuese craft".
SCHNEIDER' S WORRIES ABOUT
GOVERNMENT FACTIONS,
RAILROAD CARS AND
SHACKLE CONTRACTS
"Now, I am very worried about the
activity of the Federal Goverrunent. They
have lied to the public stonewalled
senators and have refused to tell fue truth
in regard to alien matters. I van go on and
on. I can tell you that I am rather
disgruntled. Recently, I knew someone
who lived near where I live in Portland,
Oregon. He worked at G1mderson Steel
Fabrication, where they make railroad
cars. Now, I knew tllis fellow for the best
part of 30 years and he was a quiet type.
He came in to see me on it, one day,
excited, he told me "they're building
prisoner cars.'
He was nervous. Gm1derson .. he said
had a contract with the federal
Goverrunent to build 107,200 full length
railroad, each with 143 pairs of shackles.
There are 11 sub-contractors in this giant
project. Supposedly, Gm1derson got over
2 billion dollars for the contract.
Betlllehem Steel and other steel outfits
are involved. He showed me one of the
cars in the rail yards in North Portland.
He was right. If you multiply 107,200
times 143 times 11, you come up with
about 15, 000, 000. Tllis is probably the
number of people who disagree with the
Federal Govemment. No more can you
vote these people out of office. Our
present structure of govemment is
"teclmocracy"- not democracy, it is a fom1
of feudalism. It has nothing to do with the
republic of the United States. These
people are godless and have legislated out
prayer in public schools. You can get
fmed up to $100.000 and two years in
prison for praying in school. I believe we
can do better. also believe that the Federal
Government is running the gan1bit of
enslaving the people of fue United States.
I am not a very good speaker, but I'll keep
shooting my mouth off m1til somebody
puts a bullet in me, because it;s worth it to
talk to a group like this about these
atrocities".
AMERICAS BLACK PROGRAMME
CONTRACTORS
"Tl1ere are other problems. I have
some interesting 1993 figures. T11ere are
29 prototype stealfu aircraft presently.

The budget from the US Congress five-year
plan for these is $245.6 million.
You couldn't buy the spare parts for
these black progranm1es for that amount So,
we've been lied to. The black budget is
rougllly $1.3 trillion every two years. A
trillion is a thousand billion. A trillion
dollars weighs 11 tons. The US Congress
never sees fue books involved with this
clandestine pot of gold. Contractors of
stealili progranunes: EG&G, Westinghouse,
McDotmell Douglas, Morrison-Knudson,
Wackenhut Security Systems, Boeing
Aerospace, Lorirnar Aerospace, Aerospacial
in France, Mitsubishi Industries, Ryder
Trucks, Bechtel, I G Farben, plus a host of
hundreds more.
Is this what we are
supposed to be living up to as a freedomloving people? I don't believe so."
STAR WARS AND APPARENT ALIEN
THREAT
"Still, 68% of the military budget is
directly or indirectly affected by fue black
budget. Star Wars relies heavily upon
stealili weaponry. By fue way, none of fue
stealth progranune would have been
available if we had not taken apart crashed
alien disks. None- of it. Some of you migl1t
ask what the "space shuttle" is "shuttling."
Large ingots of special metals that are
milled in space and cannot be produced on
the surface of fue earth. They need the near
vacuum of outer space to produce fuem. We
are not even being told anything close to the
trutl1. I believe our govemment officials
have sold us down the drain lock , stock and
barrel.
Up until several weeks ago, I was
employed by the US govemment with a
Ryolite-38 clearance factor - one of the
higl1est in fue world. I believe fue Star Wars
progranm1e is there to solely to act as a
buffer to prevent an alien attack - It has
nothing to do wifu the "cold war", winch
was only a toy to gamer money from all tl1e
people - for what? T11e whole lie was
planned and executed for the last 75 years."
STEALffi AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY
USE BY US AGENCIES AND THE
UNITED NATIONS
"Here's another piece of irlfommtion for
T11e Drug Enforcement
you folks.
Administration and the ATF rely on stealth
tactical weaponry for as much as 40% of
their operations budget. Tllis is in 1993, the
figures have gone up considerably since.
The United Nations used An1erican stealth
aircraft for over 20% of it's collective worldwide operations from 1990 to 1992,
according to the Centre for Strategic Studies
and UN Report 3092.11
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THE GUARDIANS OF STEALTH AND
DELTA FORCE ORIGINS OF THE
BOSNIA CONFLICT
"The guardians of Stealth: There are at
least three distinct classifications of police
that guard our most well-kept secrets.
Number one, the Military Joint Tactical
Force(MITF), sometimes called the Delta
Force or Black Berets, is a multi-national
tactical force primarily used to guard the
various stealth aircrafi worldwide. By the
way, there were 172 stealth aircraft built.
Ten crashed, so there were at last count
about 162. Bill Clinton signed them away
about six weeks ago to the United Nations.
There have been indications that the Delta
Force was sent over to Bosnia during the
last days of the Bush administration as a
covert sniper force and that they started
taking pot shots at each side of the
controversy, in order to actually start the
Bosnia conflict that would be used by
succeeding administrations for political
purposes."
ffiOUGHTS ON THE BOMBINGS IN
THE UNITED STATES
"I was hired not too long ago to do a
report on the World Trade Centre bombing.
I was hired because the 90 some - odd
varieties of chemical explosives. I looked at
the pictures taken right after the blast. The
concrete was puddled and melted. The steel
and the rebar was extruded up to six feet
longer than it's original length. There is
only one weapon ti1at can do that - a small
nuclear weapon. That's a construction-type
device. obviously, when they say that it was
a nitrate explosive that did the damage,
they're lying I 00% folks . The people ti1at
they have in custody probably didn't do the
crime. As a matter of fact, I have reason to
believe that the same group held in custody
did do oti1er crimes, such as killing a Jewish
rabbi in New York. However, I want to
further that with the last explosion in
Oklahoma City, they are saying ti1at it was a
nitrate or fertilizer bomb that did it."
"First they came out and said it was a
1,000 potmd fertiliser bomb. Then it was
1,500. Then 2,000 po1mds. Now it's
20,000. You can't put 20,000 pounds of
fertiliser in a Ryder Truck. Now, I've never
mixed explosives, per se. I know the
chemical structure and application of
constmction explosives. My reputation was
based on it. I helped hollow out more than
13 deep underground military bases in the
United States.
I worked on the Malta project, in West
Germany, in Spain and in Italy. I can tell
you from experience that a nitrate explosion

would not have hardly shattered the
windows of the federal building in
Oaklahoma City.
It would have killed a few people and
knocked part of the facing offti1e building,
but it would never have done that kind of
dan1age. I believe that I have been lied to
and I am not taking it any longer, so I'm
telling you timt you've been lied to."

THE TRUTH BEHIND THE
REPUBLICAN CONTRACT WITH
AMERICA
"I don't perceive at ti1is time ti1at we
have too much more than six months of
life left in this country, at ti1e present. We
are the laughing stock of the world,
because we are being hoodwinked by so
many evil people ti1at are running ti1is
country. I think we can do better. I tilink
the people over 45 are seriously worried
about their future . I'm going to run some
scary scenarios by you. The Contract with
America. It contains ti1e same terminology
that Adolph Hitler used to subvert
Germany in 1931. I believe that we can do
better. The Contract with America is a
last ditch effort by our federal government
to tear away the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights."
SOME STATISTICS ON THE BLACK
HELICOPTER PRESENCE
"The black helicopters. There are over
64,000 black helicopters in the United
states. For every hour that goes by, there
is one more being built. Is tills the proper
use of our money? What does ti1e federal
goverrunent
need
64,000
tactical
helicopters for, if they are not trying to
enslave us? I doubt if the entire military
needs 64,000 worldwide. I doubt if all ti1e
world needs tilat many. There are 157
F -117A stealth aircraft loaded witil
LIDAR and computer-enhanced imaging
radar.
They can see you walking from room
to room when tiley f ly over your house.
They see objects in the house from tile air
witi1 a variation limit of 1 inch to 30,000
miles. That's how accurate it is. Now, I
worked in the federal government for a
long time and I know exactly how tiley
handle ti1eir business."
Government Earthquake Device, AIDS
as a Bioweapon Based on Alien
Excretions.
"The federal government has now
invented an earthquake device. I am a
geologist and I know what I am talking
about. With tile Kobe earthquake in
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Japan, there was no pulse-wave as in a
normal eariliquake. None. In 1989, there
was an earthquake in San Francisco. There
was no pulse-wave witil tilat one eitiler. It is
a Tesla device that is being used for evil
purposes. The black budget prograrnmes
have subverted science as we know it. Look
at AIDS, invented by tile National
Ordinance Laboratory in Chicago, lllinois in
1972. It was a biological weapon to be used
against the people of the United States. The
reason that I know that is that I have seen
the docwnentation by the Office of Strategic
Services, which is by tile way still in
operation to tills day, tirrough tile CDC in
Atlanta.
They used tile glandular excretions of
animals humans and alien humanoids to
create the virus. These alien humanoids that
the government is hobnobbing with are tile
worst news. There is absolutely no defence
against their germs -none. They are a
biological weapon of terrible consequence.
Every alien on tile planet needs to be
isolated."
"Saddam Hussein killed 3.5 million
Kurdish people with a similar biological
weapon. Do we, tile people of tills planet,
deserve tills? No, we don't, but we are not
doing anytlllng about it. Every moment we
waste, we are doing other people on the
planet a disservice."
"Right now I am dying of cancer that I
contracted because of my work for the
federal government.
I might live six
montilS. I might not. I will tell you one
tiling. If I keep speaking out like I am,
maybe God will give me tile life to talk my
head off. Eleven of my best friends in tile
last 22 years have been murdered. Eight of
the murders were called "suicides." Before I
went to talk in Las Vegas, I drove a friend
down to Joshua Tree, near 29 Palms. I
drove into ti1e mountains in order to get to
Needles, California and was followed by
two government E-350 vans with G-14
plates, each with a couple of occupants, one
of which had an Uzi. I knew exactly who
tiley were. I have spoken 19 times and have
probably reached 45,000 people. Well, I
got al1ead of tilem and came to a stop in ti1e
middle of tile road. They botil went on
eitiler side of me and plU1111lleted into a
ravine. Is tills what it is going to take? I cut
up my security card and sent it back to ti1e
govenrment and told them if I was
threatened, I have been,tilat I was going to
upload 140,000 pages of docun1entation to
tile Internet about government structure and
tile whole plan. I have already begun that
task. TI1ank you very much."
Pl1il Sclmeider May 1995
[How ma11y otl1er deaths l1ave bee11
myseriously created- ED/

Itt MarciL of I980, Jolttt J. Williams, a New Mexico "Patriot"
wlw published tiLe attti-Conummist oriettted "REBEL
MAGAZINE" (at tiLe time m•ailable from: Co11sumertro11ics Co.,
c/o Jolm J. Williams. Pres., 20II Crescettt Dr., P.O. Drawer 537.,
Alamogardo, NM 88310) revealed some i11credible details ott WI
alleged subterratteatt system wlticlt tlte Navy /tad beett explorittg
below tiLe westem U11ited States. TILe report appeared;, issue No.
6 of /tis magazi11e, attd was later reproduced itt tiLe Fall, I985
(#164) issue of SEARCH Magazitte, at tiLe time edited by Marjorie
Palmer, widow of tiLe late Ray Palmer. TILe article, titled
'CALIFORNIA FLOATS ON OCEAN?', revealed tllefollowittg:

+
+
+
+
+

"Some time ago, I heard a man on a TV interview-show briefly
mention that parts of Califomia and neighbouring states are floating
on the Pacific Ocean! He was a high rmlking Naval officer on a
top-secret nuclear submarine that has been (and is) exploring and
mapping these enonnous cavems and passage-ways undemeath the
West for over 10 years now.
"A friend of mine finally tracked the man down. He is now
living quietly in retirement and asked that no details pointing to him
be revealed as he does not want publicity and govennnent attention.
After writing this article, I destroyed my files on him. This is his
story ... "

+

"3. Most of the entrances lie just off the Continental Shelf ( ie.
in the Continental Slope -Branton).
"4. Most of the entrances are too small for submarine
investigation; and many that are large enough lie in waters that
are too deep.
" 5. Some of the cavems (in S. Califomia) are topped with oil
while some others are filled with gases believed to approximate
our atmosphere (in very ancient tin1es).
"6. The San Joaquin Valley is essentially a portion of the
original cavemous area that collapsed aeons ago due to it' s
sheer weight.
"7. What is being passed off as the 'San Andreas Fault' are
large, unsupported chambers that are in the process of
collapsing. When the BIG ONE finally hits, many scientists in
the know believe that most of Califomia will break off like a
cold Hershey bar and slide into the ocean! (it is postulated by
some that an ancient land-mass which some believe may have
been cmmected to what is now Califomia, broke off and sunk
into the ocean during an ancient cataclysm- Branton)
"8. (We are deleting this section due to the possibility of undue
stress m1d fear which may result from it' s disclosure. Also,
because of recent intemational events which may have resulted
in a solution to this problem. We will merely state that it
involves a scenario similar to that which was portrayed in a

Williams explains that not "all" of the areas in question
are actually "resting" or "floating" on tl1e ocean, however
there are allegedly many subterrm1ean cavities below tl1e
westem U.S ., and they are not limited to Califomia, m1d
many of them consist of very large water-filled aquasystems. These have been explored via nuclear submarines
to several hundred miles inland, particularly in tl1e region of
southem Califomia and tl1e southem Oregon • northem
California area Willimns continues:
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Branton). [Sci:f~edy-cats "ED]
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U.S. nuclear submarine lost its wayin
'Ji'Y";'·
.... ··. .·..
/ .
..·.
l ..
1:11ese ·passages and disappeared forever. It was reported to
· ':.~~~·. ~<)'~ewhere I gqtthti id~a that a big portion .of~thXValley
, have been lost IN OPEN SEA ELSEWHERE to keep
is l?Cat&l on.!!,, *elf offalsebedrock. A certain type <f'ieiirthquake
J\.merican people in total ignorance and to justify an enormous ·D would collapse all of it downto an enormous ·ser·
vetns that
pay-off to an ~centric U.S. billionaire (who died in recent'" would open up into another Grand Cany
·
...
yeats) for prov~.dingthe fictitious"recovery"
_,
.According ·to our knowl~dge}2 tffe'o y,rtuc ear su
to disappear under mystetious }cl:t6um¥tances ·were
''I have no reason to doubt the man};. lcan;:'t tell for sure whether
THRESHER and tlje 'U.s.s; SQ,ORPION. It is ti.ncertain
o?Ji6t these caverns and, passageways· eJd~t otto their extents. The
retired Navy Offic~
JohJl Williams spoke of was .
story does sound a bit funtastic but I have no reason to doubt the
the
THRES~
o/
the
SCORPION,
although the disap
man. I have seen copies ofdocutnentation that at least prove that he
the Thresher probably caused mote publicity. The Jhresh
was a high ranking Naval officer (nuclear submarine duty) and ~
LEAD SHIP or)S.fJag' ship .in the world' s mosf advat
distingui~hed ···scientist. " In fact , his scientific background 11nd
nuclear attack subiparines ':She was designed to o .
reputation are impeccable. He definitely cmmot be IabeUed
a'
..
more. §il~ntly thail any .of her pttxj~essp[$
\crackpot, lunatic or publicity-seeker. I Would very much like mote
with 'significant advances irt.sonar equipnr , 'r{ ·noise rdtbl:tion,
.•.information on this topic .. :"
and in fire-control. . (All' ih. all, she was the most advanced
international submaririe in the world at the' tii1le of her
After further inquiries to Mr. w· ·
:disappearance and would have been an ideal choice for il to})'-sectet
earth' researchers, Williatlls respot
mission ~uph as the exploration of the caverns mentioned byJobt:l?
asked whether or not he had receiv '
Williams' source.
.
'·. p10re information about the alleged pa
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On AprillO, 19~3 (according_toofficial reports) the Thresifef,
"Since publishing our article on the vast cavern network under., ·
under
the. col1,lillan.aiof_Lt. Conurtander)olm W. Harvey; .USN, with
much ofCalifornia, we have received many responses and inquiries.
a total of-J29''men (c6mpri~d o(the' crew, civilian technicians, atld
Some ofthese responses appear to be knowledgeable sources. Note
observers) disappeared Without explililation. Nota single trJJ!:.e or
that the material sent to us for this article was written by someone of
. clue as to the fate of the craft, ofj t; s ocbupants; were ev ·X<t4~~~ed: ·
very high repute whose credentials I personally checked out. Due to
no oil slicks; radiation; floatingdebgs{pr simil ......,i . fwr~~ge
an a~eement with him, I cannot reveal his identity.
were ever seen. It is int\!restiug to not~}mata osta)lofthetep<jf:ts
''One response was from a retired (conventional submarine i• at .the time stated the ship had .'.'disap~a,t~~(:: or<{\<~( "l<)stt rt~t
"sutlk!" One woman whose husband 1\va$ ,~n -the ·filHiited 'ship
duty? 7 Branton) submarine commander, who according to ·hinl,
reported her belief that her .husband ~;~fill .alive. : TheOlogically§
spent many years in the waters off California. He stated that the
speaking, the possibility of a Joti~~distanc\!· co1lllecti<>n oil
caverns do NOT exist.
"communion" on a deep, emQtioi.al levd b~.tween •a .husbarid and a ·
· wife should not necessarily be consigned to~P"te reah~ oCtlje Q<;.<:ult
"Another response was from an ·anonymous per~n w~o cited
or ''psychic" phenomena. · ·Many. re,!jgioiis t l?elieve ·that thi:very
unpublished oil company seismographical datfl, f, and ·stated,
' Although most of the caverns you depict in . your drawmg are ·· spirituaf natures pf a husband andf a ·[Wife (.are united· up<jn tne
consununation of a marriage, and thus tlley'O'«ome. as Ghristiim
smaller, .larger or located . somewh?t ditier~ntiy than the actual
teachings say, <'one flesh", ~e acwai ~ords "M this woiilim, who
caverns, you are essentially correct... Myi,infortnation i.s more up-towas · interviewed by Will '.9~son ari~"~·Jeaiu{ie .• Joy•two \vrite;s
date than what you apparently relied upon.' ' He (or she) did not
devoted to· pursuing strange.' events: shortly: ~~er th~ thresher
supply any maps to piu doWl} oUt piffereuces, just some written
incident, )"ere as follows:::
· ··
· · . :1iL
·
descriptions. H_owever, some knowledgeable person could probably
~;

-·
. .
-·
_ >-wJ.·:·: . -----·>·:: . .
deduce his (or her) overall ' map' from th.e voluminous
"MY
husband
was
'(on
'the
su,J>l},f!Tine
~11iresher
when it
seismographical data sent. I anJ in the process of looking for this
disappeared ... 1 don't coiJt~ider. .wyselfa wido\V· .~~on't ~Iieve tnY
input; it's been several years now and it may have all been throWn
out... Incidentally,. the oil company seismic data had much daia, 1-'husband is de11d. No, it' s nof a m~ttet o[just Ji6f!)eing able to
•believe it, to accept reality,,! just canit get()ver > '/isonvi9tiottt11at
round the Fresno area if tl1at helps any.
he' s still alive somewhercr,?~! lov~ 11(-Y'll!lSbllndLve . . .uch. l know
could ahx~st~Jlwhen
he loved-loves me. We w,ete ~close:'
"One incident which tends to confirm tl1e fact that California is
something was wrong :with .each o!her.Jntllition, J gue5s, ' Ishotild
in fact floating on the ocean was a story which made the headlines in
have felt S0111~~g the instarttJhe;e~\;YaS trouble, if he ,Wa$ really in
recent years. This incident involved an oil discovery beneath Long
serious trouble and knew.it•a matter oflife and death-buti didn't :''
Beach, California. \V!len oil companies began pumping oil out of
~ ''-~·':~fJ!t::-rt
- -~-- . : ..... ··. ·.-:. ···~--····.·-~-.··_· ;:·.:·:
the groundbeneath Long Beach it was soot1learned that the entire
"What do you believ~,r~~lr h!iPpenedT; Carsonal1d Jq)'~*ed
city began sinking into the ocean!
attractiveyoungwom8ll .· / .. <;( '"·.········.•'
> ,·_:; > ·
"Most people think gn~ '~raiy wiie~· I say·W ;, :p~{{ ~\iii~~~ uie
sankup to 26 feet and dikes had to be built to keep out the
+Thresher was captured.''
·
, .
·.
· ·• ·. > / •·
wa~er ..; The problem is (temporarily) being rectified by ' water

We

i

· . "It

injection'-i.e. pumping an equivalent amount of WATER into the
ground to the amount of oil 11nd water taken out, iti order to keep tf1e '
·
·
city afloat! "
One thing which may be of interest in connection with'
Williams' account was a statement which Was made by a prominent .
California Bigfoot investigator by the name of Virginia Louise
Swanson, who has done a good deal of study on caves and therr ·
cmmections to the Bigfoot phenomena. She refers to these caverns
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'.'I can't say .forsure;7 put •there WAS .. a · Russian :submarine
sp()tted near there that ~Y;,(tha.t is, neat whete .it REPo.B.ff,fJ)Jt~i

vanished 220 miles off Bos~?n~har~\lf}'-only Ican'tiim.ag~~~~~.y.;
eyenf the Russians. coul<i;ffl>'IURE"t,a ve~s~l- }~e·ftile !ffhi¢sniit
0
Withou,t leaving the slighte$t ev'' enced aii;,;>.·;;fx.,;; iF"y/'::t~6)'0 J . . ~/ · ·
'a. ;.
.... ·-·······
··.··-:·:-.:·.
;:.<'"''"''·'
·..>
:--·
. '...·· ..
'
:j.~ :_-;:;/;;:~·! ·:~~t;jif·f}(:_""_:·_. .:·:··: :" .·~. :~-. ~· :·~-- ·.-·,··;). /:·.·~
The f()IIowirtg account; conce~Ill& ruy ai'ea just t;as(p~~i~hop
(OWENS vALLEY), Califgptii\, was related by ;'yal Ytil¢:t1iYJ.'-@-his

'LEADING EDGE' Newsletter, Dec. 1989 - Jan. 1990 issue. The
article, titled: 'DEEP SPRING' S, CALJFORNIA' , stated:
"Deep Springs, California is an area that is becoming known as
the site for very strange events. According to the information
released both on the air on KVEG-AM and from other sources, the
area is full of strange people wandering around in black suits. There
have also been rumours that there is an undergrom1d facility in the
area. Checking with gravity anomaly maps proved that there are
large cavities under the ground in that area. The wildest claims
relative to the area have stated that alien lifeforms are being
released there ... Deep Springs Lake has been probed and it appears
bottomless. Divers have travelled along an underground river 27
miles toward the Las Vegas area before having to turn arotmd."
(This ' river' would probably have been a ' partially' water-filled
cave with a large stream or river flowing through it, rather tl1an an
entirely underwater passage, since 27 miles would undoubtedly be
entirely out of tl1e question if it were all underwater travel, with
present diving technology- Branton).
In the April, 1963 issue of SEARCH Magazine, Will Carson and
Jeannie Joy, in their regular colulllll ' PRYING INTO THE
UNKNOWN', related the following incredible story:
"It has always been a mystery to us in the first place how Mr.
and Mrs. P.E. can find and afford the time to do the sort of things
most of us only drean1 of doing. After knowing them for more than
fifteen years, it is inconceivable to suspect tl1eir integrity or sanity and yet tl1ey impose the following excise upon our credulity .. .
"While exploring for petroglyphs in the Casa Diablo vicinity of
BISHOP, CALJFORNIA, Mr. & Mrs. P.E. came upon a circular hole
in the ground, about nine feet in
diameter, which exuded a
sulphurous steam and seemed
recently to have been filled with
hot water. A few feet from the
surface the shaft took a tangent
course which looked easily
accessible and, upon an impulse
we
cannot
with
which
sympathise, the datmtless E.' s,
arn1ed only with a flashlight,
forthwith crawled down into
that hole.
"At a deptl1 we' ve failed to
record the oblique tunnel
opened into a horizontal
corridor whose dripping walls,
now encrusted with minerals,
could only have been carved by
human hands, countless ages ago- of this the E.' s felt certain. The
end of the short passage was blocked by what seemed to be a huge
doorway of solid rock which, however, wouldn' t yield. The light of
their flash was turned to a corner where water dripped from a
protuberance - which proved to be a delicately carved face, distorted
now by the crystallised minerals, and from whose gaping moutl1
water issued.
"As Mr. and Mrs. E. stood there in silent awe - wondering what
lay behind that immovable door - the strangest thing of all
happened .. .but our chronology will not be incorrect if we wait till
they return to the surface before revealing this, for now the water
began gushing from the carved mouth and from other unseen ducts
elsewhere in that cave and rising at an alanning rate!

"They hurried to the surface, and in less than half an hour there
was only a quite ordinary appearing pool of warm mineral water on
the desert floor. Do you know," Mrs. E. said to her husband, ''while
I stood down there I heard music - the strangest, most weird music
I'd ever heard. But it seemed to come from everywhere at once, or
inside my own head. I guess it was just my imagination."
"Mr. E. turned pale. 'My God,' he said; I thought it was MY
imagination, but I heard it, too - like music from some otl1er world!'
" Why do tl1ey call that rock formation near where the E's had
their strange experience Casa Diablo- the Devil's house? And why
did the Indians nan1e that area Inyo - dwelling place of the great
spirit?"
Erich A Aggen, Jr., in his article 'TOP SECRET: ALIEN UFO
BASES' (SEARCH Magazine, SUllllller 1991 issue), presented the
following revelations concerning the UFO-Subterranea connection:
" .. .A great deal of UFO research has also led to the conclusion
that various ... species of aliens have set up secret underground bases
in tl1e United States and other countries. It is logical to assmne that
such bases have also been established elsewhere in the solar system.
If such bases exist, where would we fmd them? Existing
infonnation allows us to make a few educated guesses.
"EARTH BASES: UNDERGROUND - The dark, cavernous
world beneath out feet is the source of many balling mysteries.
Clandestine UFO bases may be hidden deep within the earth in
natural and/or artificial caverns. As a former member of the
National Speleological Society (NSS), I am well aware of the vast
extent of cave systems within the United States. In my own native
state of Missouri, for example,
there are over 2,500 known
caves and dozens of new ones
being discovered every year.
Many of these caves are
intricately linked together by
nmnerous passageways and
interconnecting chambers.
"One particular species of
blind white (albino) cave fish,
the TYPHLICHTHYS, has
been found in many widely
separated cave systems over
several states. It has been
found in caves that make a
great arc through Kentucky,
Indiana, illinois and UNDER
the
Mississippi
River
extending into Missouri,
Arkansas, and Oklahoma! A VAST SECTION OF THE CENTRAL
AND SOUTHERN UNITED STATES MUST LIE ABOVE ONE
ThdMENSECAVERNSYSTEM!
"Many caves possess rooms hundreds of feet in length, width,
and height. In most cases, these huge natural caverns can only be
reached and explored with the utmost skill and perseverance. There
are only a few thousand NSS members in the United States and only
a few hundred of this nmnber are active spelunkers. With so few
spelunkers spread over such a large area, only a very small fraction
of the tens of tl1ousands of known caves in this country have been
carefully mapped and explored. Thousands of other caves remain
undiscovered and unexplored.
"Extensive evidence indicates that caves in the United States
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may be connected with caves in other parts of the world. h1 Mexico,
the cave known as ' Solano de las Golondrinas', (or) basement of the
swallows, in the Municipio de Aquismo, S.L.P., reaches a depth of
1100 feet (334 meters). The cave is actually a giant 'sinkhole' or
'hole' in the ground with a nearly circular opening at the top,
hundreds of feet in diameter. It is impossible to climb down the
sides of Golondrinas because the walls of the opening are too
smooth and "belled-out". To reach the bottom of the cave, a special
rope over 1100 feet long must be secured at the top of the opening
and dropped into the sinkhole. Explorers must then descend into the
yawning hole one at a time using special cave repelling gear and
climbing teclmiques. At the bottom of Solano de las Golondrinas
are numerous 'leads' or openings to a multiplicity of different
crevices, passages, crawlways, and rooms which have never been
mapped or investigated.
"The entrance to Golondrinas is located in one of the most
primitive and uncivilised areas of Mexico and local inhabitants are
afraid to approach the cave because they believe it is full of ' evil
spirits' which lure people to U1eir deatl1s. They tell stories of people
mysteriously disappearing never to be heard from again while
passing near the cave entrance. TI1ese stories may be based more on
fact than fiction: they are similar in some respects to UFO abduction
reports. Because of its huge size, remote location, and unique
geological structure, Golondrinas would be an ideal UFO base.
Naturally camouflaged caves in other parts of the world may serve
as excellent natural bases, way stations, and 'depots' for UFOs.
"An underground nuclear test called the 'Schooner Experiment'
conducted in December, 1968, substantiates the theory that caves in
North and Souti1 America are intimately linked. ill this test, a
35-kiloton nuclear bomb was exploded w1der the desert of Nevada.
Five days after the test, the radiation level rose from 10 to 20 times
in Canada, 1000 miles away from the Nevada test site! TI1e only
way the radioactive dust could have travelled that far is through an
interconnected system of caves extending all the way from Nevada
to Canada!"
Bourke Lee, in his book ' DEATH VALLEY MEN' (MacMillan
Co.,N.Y. 1932), chapter: "Old Gold", describes a conversation
which he had several years ago with a small group of Death valley
residents. The conversation had eventually tumed to the subject of
Paihute Indian legends. At one point two of the men, Jack and Bill,
described their experience with an 'underground city' which they
claimed to have discovered after one of them had fallen through the
bottom of an old mine shaft near Wingate Pass. They found
themselves in a natural w1derground cavem which they clain1ed to
have followed about 20 miles north into ti1e heart of the Panan1int
Mountains. To ti1eir amazement, tl1ey allegedly fow1d themselves in
an huge, ancient, underground cavem city. TI1ey claimed that they
discovered within tl1e city several perfectly preserved 'mwmni.es' ,
which wore thick arm bands, wielded gold spears, etc. The city had
apparently been abandoned for ages, except for the munmlies, and
the entire underground system looked very ancient. It was fonnerly
lit, they found out by accident, by an ingenious system of lights fed
by subterranean gases. They claimed to have seen a large, polished
"round table" which looked as if it may have been part of an ancient
co1mcil chan1ber, giant statues of solid gold, stone vaults and
"drawers" full of gold bars and gemstones of all kinds, heavy stone
"wheelbarrows" which were perfectly balanced and scientificallyconstructed so that a child could use them, huge stone doors which
were ahnost perfectly balanced by counter-weights, and other
incredible sights.
TI1ey also claimed to have followed the cavems upwards to a
higher level which ultimately opened out onto ti1e face of the
Panamints, about half-way up the eastem slope, in the fonn of a few
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ancient tunnel-like quays. 1l1ey realised that the valley below was
once under water and they eventually came to the conclusion that the
arched openings were ancient 'docks' for sea vessels. They could
allegedly see Fumace Creek Ranch and Wash far below them. They
told Bourke Lee that they had brought some of the treasure out of the
cavems and tried to set up a deal with certain people, including
scientists associated with the Smithsonian mstitute, in order to gain
help to explore and publicise the city as one of the 'wonders of the
world'. These efforts ended in disappointment however when a
'friend' of theirs stole the treasure (which was also the evidence)
and they were scoffed at and rejected by the scientists when they
went to show them the 'mine' entrance and could not fmd it. A
recent cloud-burst, tl1ey claimed, had altered and rearranged the
entire countryside and the landscape did not look like it had been
before. When Lee last heard from the two men, Bill and Jack, they
were preparing to climb the east face of the Panamints to locate the
ancient twmel openings or quays high up the side of the steep slope.
Bourke Lee never did see or hear from his friends ever again.
During the lengthy conversation wherein they first revealed the
secret of the underground city to Lee and others, the discussion
tumed to the topic of a Paihute mdian legend that they had heard
which was remarkably sinlilar to an ancient Grecian myth. The
Paihute legend concemed a tribal chief whose wife had died, and
who according to the tradition took a spiritual journey to the
underworld to fmd her, and upon returning with her he 'looked
back' and as this was forbidden he was not allowed to bring his wife
back with him from the dead. 111is would not be the same as the
more tangible story related in an earlier file, as told by the Navaho
Oga-Make, concerning a Paihute chief who was allegedly
PHYSICALLY taken into the underground cities of the Hav-musuvs
deep below the Pananlints. After tilis legend was referred to, the
conversation tumed to a discussion of an alleged subterranean race,
who were believed to inhabit very deep caverns far below the Death
Valley area. Paihute legends of the "Hav-musuvs" indicate that
these ancient dwellers of ti1e Panamints abandoned the ancient city
within the mountain itself and migrated to deeper and larger cavems
below. Could the following story tie-in with the Paihute legends of
the Hav-musuvs? We will enter the conversation with the following
discourse from Bourke Lee:
" ... The professor and Jack and Bill sat in the little canvas house
in Emigrant Canyon and heard the legend all the way through. The
professor said, 'That story, in its essentials, is the story of Orpheus
and Eurydice.'
'"Yes,' I said. 'It's also a Paiute legend. Some mdians told that
legend to John Wesley Powell in ti1e sixties.'
'"That' s very interesting,' said the professor. 'It's so close a
parallel to Orpheus and Eurydice that the story might well have been
lifted bodily from the Greeks.'
"Jack said, 'I wouldn't be surprised. I knew a Greek. I forgot
his name, but he ran a restaurant in almost every mining town I ever
was in. He was an extensive wanderer. The Greeks are great
travellers.'
"Bill said, 'They don't mean restaurant Greeks. The Greeks
ti1ey're talking about have been dead for thousands of years.'
"'What of it?' asked Jack, 'maybe the early Greeks was great
travellers, too.'
"The professor said, 'It's very interesting.'
" 'Now! About that tunnel,' said Bill, with his forehead wrapped
in a frown. 'You said this mdian went through a tunnel into a
strange country, didn't you?'
" ' Yes,' I said. 'I think I called it a cave or a cavem, but I
suppose a nliner would call it a tunnel. Why?'
'"Here's a funny thing,' said Bill. 'This mdian trapper living
right across the canyon has a story about a tunnel, an it's not a
ti10usand years old either. Tom Wilson told me that his grandfather

went through this tunnel &nd disappeared. He was gon; tlrree years,
an when he came back he said he' d been in a strange country living
among strange people. That tunnel is supposed to be somewhere in
the Panamints not awful far from where we're sitting. Now! What
do you make of that?'
"Jack said, 'I think Tom' s grandfather was an awful liar.'
"I said, 'Tom's grandfatl1er lived when the Paiutes were keeping
their tribal lore alive. He probably knew the old legend. Powell
heard it in Nevada only sixty-five years ago.'
'''It's very interesting,' said the professor. .
"'I got an idea about it,' said Bill, thoughtfully. ' Tom' s
grandfather might have wandered into some tmmel all goofy from
chewen jimsonweed and then come out an fom1d some early whites .
an stayed with them. Tom told me that the people spoke a queer ·
language and ate food fuat was new to his gr'andfath~ an wore
leather clothes. TI1ey had horses and they had gold. It might have
been a party in Panamint Valley, or even earJ.y 'explorers or early
settlers in Owens Valley. How about that?,.' .

involved some incidents that took place while he was doing sonte
field ·work fm: a certain company, which required a great deal of
activity · in the out-of-doors. · During his employment with this
company, 'they' (he and his co-workers) had to travel tll):"Ough some
relatively unpopulated terraitt;itl West:Virginia, particularly>in the
regions. between Newville in Braxton'' oou.nty; and Helvetia· in
Randolph 'county, or"rather the general region,' in and around fue
northern part of Webster coUJity. ...
.. '" ;fj;c;. ·.....· . :
<-<~:-~~~.
·/:-";~~1: . .-/\:~;~·:_~, -J~::~>~iV]~t£#tf:}£r:·:~{;_·>.:·.: · ·.- During fueir travels tlrrough the fqrests andwildetness, =an<i the
rolling hills-mountains of West Virginili: h~ had &countei~d*solne
very strange fuing$, and heard accounts. of ;straflge ; cave~tgf;[t<;d
incidents from fue locals. At one pOuit~he claitne<I'~ffieif gtdtlptan
across what appeared to be a pipe sticlgng up fro#{thegrc>tjridfitr.;
from t,he nearest town. There was no . Othet sign gf civiliilatioq:pr
anyfuing manmade for miles on eifuer side, yet4·· .
)iJ~fge,,
pipe or. tube sticking straight up from the groilli' >
J~~osiJ
remarkable fuing was that a flame was shooting oufofthe pjpe:as if
it were burning some type of gas. Tiley never found9utjust wl).a~ it

a.

was.
·~ .
>: .!>.fw~;~!
"Jack said, 'Yeah. The Spaniards WII;S in here; too. So it might
Also, in this Same general area, fuey explore,d cav~s wlticl~
have been Spaniards or the early Greelcf. And, where is this tmmel?
contained some very strange tllin.gs. One offue.eaverns had strange
And why did Tom's grandfatl1er have trouble rking the
language? This is an entirely differei\t.Story thiti. the' olJ~ Buck told.i¥' , hieroglyphic-like writing on it's walls, ·and others claimed that they
heard what sounded like faint voices and ' sOunds like machines
We are arriving at no place at all with tliese Iildians arid. Greek$, .. To
return for a moment to our discussion of,geology, profe~ have..-' moving underground conting as if from beyoJld fue walls of the
you been in Nevada much?" From here the conve~tion
k offlli
:VeryJ.s, or from their unexplored depths. ;.Two .rnen, he ~laiined,
an entirely new direction...
'
·i!i:·J~~·fA
.. ·down one ntght-41 front of a ce~cave which contained a
, very1 p, unexplorect chasm S()me waysiinside. The next morning
ke up and foun~. that his partner had disappeared,
Some years ago a woman by tl1e name of Joan Howard, !4 the · • one ofthe IJ
er found ofhinl. This particular cave by the way
tiine living in eastern Canada although originally from Britain, .··: and no tr
a place-;g(unusuiH happenings; and ·a place to
wrote a manuscript in which she described her own paranonnae: , '. htl\f•bee
experiences with small "alien" entities. Joan had experienced ' ""lrtay aw :.v
me even went so,far as to call it 'Satan) Lair'.
several UFO-type 'abduction-encounters' while at a very young age
'
when she still lived in Britain, and claimed to have had 'psychic'
.
Pte case l')li;IY be, ,iL may provide an answer the
contact with beings that claimed to be of extraterrestrial origin.
man's dis
arance.·' One. of fue most remarkable accounts that
Joan's husband h~d involved a man who claimed that, while
These experiences were accompanied by a great deal of occultic
manifestations such as poltergeist phenomena, psychic dreams,
exploring the labyrintllin.e depths qf a particular cavern in the area,
encounters with invisible entities, etc. Joan even admitted tl1at she
he had suddenly colhe face t~ .face With ~")\'oman. She was attractive
yet completely Void Of hait\such as SOnte~>ne WhO .m:ight have been
often doubted the clain1S of these 'beings', fuat their actions were
subjected to .radiation poi$0ning?). 'IJle womrul{ who spoke a
manipulative and just didn' t seem to coincide with their claims that
language completely foreign to the man, tried for)ome tiine to
they were here as some kind of group of cosmic saviours to lead
humanity into a New Age of eulightemnent.
conununicate. After U1ey follnd that U1eywere rt9l~~ttiniiin>:)Vhere,
tlley departed and went their separate ways.
""!~:r>;.
,,,
--~~ ~!?
She also wan1ed other researchers to retain a "keen, analytical
mind" when dealing with alien entities so as not to fall under
Acc~rding to an item which appeared in DIE LEADING,,;q;u,,
Magaii11e, a well-knoWn. Los Angeles talk show host by the llaJ:t'!fi;Qf
possible deception or manipulation. Perhaps, as she suggested to
Ken Hudnell announced over the air on November 3rd, 1989}'h1s
others, they 1night actually be here to prepare for a future invasion of
intention to take a group to visit one of the ancient tinderground
this planet and were merely using her for various purposes to help
prepare the way, and that all of their ' benevolence' talk was just
cities, which he
has llll. entrance 60 miles from Anaheim,
.,,
··
·
California.
that... talk! She DID describe vivid "dreams" in which she saw
alien craft hovering over major cities blasting frightened and
In 1962, a researcher by fue name of Chuck Edwards released
terrified people in fue streets wifu powerful beam weapons, dreams
some of his own discoveries concel'I!ing fue ' Western Subsurface
which she suggested might be somewhat prophetic in nature. She
Drainage Network' which seems to covet parts of Utah, Nevada, and
described the entities as being small or dwarfish, yet was unsure
Southern California, where are located many drainage ·_systems
whether' tl1ey were human or not, although tl1ey DID attempt to pass
which do not ultiinately flow into the ,£~tcific 6cean (via surface
themselves ·off as some type of evolved hmnan species; something
which U1e 'grays' have apparently done in order to break down any · rivers, thlif is), but instead made their way underground)nto avast
n~tural enmity which might prevent their ' contactees' or 'abductees;
subterraii.e'an. drainage system. His letter1appeared in issue A-8 of
'1HE IDDDEN WORLD', one of the few specialised publicationsfrom receiving the lies which fuey intentionally fed fuem as part of
wltich grew out of the Palmer-Shaver c.ontroversy of~e late. 1940's.
hheir program of conquest and controL
We quote Mr. Edward$~ comments here1drt part (Note; These
to Ricllard
S. Shaver):
conunents are addressed
in. letter
"Joan Howard,' incidentally, wrote a privately published book,
'
!,.;;_
.
titled "TifE SPACE - OR SOMETillNG - CONNECTION''. We
''This letter is in reply to your J1111:WU"Y 31 letter: · Pleas~ fo~give
refer to it here because it dealt witl1 some experiences which she, or ·
me for not answering sooner. Enclosed''fs sdme material I hope that
rather her husband, had shortly after she came to America. In fact
you can glean something of value (from). ''Pl~e be as candid as you
she devoted an entire chapter to her husbands accom1t, which

to
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have been in the past and if i am far off base don't hesitate to tell
me ...

"Oo.r foundation has located a vast system of underground
passages in the Mother Lode cotmtry of Califomia. They were first
discovered in 1936, ignored by all even with our best efforts to
reveal them. Recently a road crew blasted out an
opening verifYing our claims . .·ONE (of the chambers
is) 200 feet long, 70 feet wide and 50 feet high. We
have disclosed what· we believe to be a vast
subterranean drainage system (probably traversing
the Great American Desert country for a distance of
more than 600 miles). We believe this system
extends out like five fingers of your hand to such
landmarks as Zion Canyon in Utah, the Grand
Canyon, another nms south from the Carson Sink in
Nevada and yet another follows (below) the westem
slope of the same range, joining it's counterpart and
ending somewhere in the Mojave Desert. We
believe, contrary to orthodox geologists, that the
existence of this underground system drains all
surface waters rmming into Nevada (none, with the
exception of the Annagosa runs out) and accounts for
the fact that it is a Great American Desert. TI1e hairy
creatures that you have written about have been seen
in several of these areas. ; Certainly there has been
much 'saucer' activity u1 these parts. For two years I
have collected material pertinent to these creatures
and if you have any opinions along these lines I would
appreciate hearu1g them.

violent and warlike) beings, perhaps both hlU11an AND reptilian!?
TI1ere are many unanswered questions as to just how the subsurface
world was used, or exactly .what part it played, in relation to these
ancient subterranean races, but the following account may explain
some of these mysteries and help us to see the entire 'picture' more
clearly.
.Some years ago a
man by the name of
Ralph B. Fields
submitted
the
following account to
AMAZING
STORIES Magazine
(Dec. -1946 issue, pp.
155-157), with the
assurance that it was
true and actually
happened. However,
we -must be cautious
ofevery tale . of this
cype·WJtich might be
presented :Y~t at )he
· same tiine 'not deny
the poss).!;>ility ?o( it
happeuin!?::.!l.~} ~eil ..
··We;. wilf:'l~ve th¢'
· readerfto'i.iliaw' their
owri':L<d~ncl usions
con~~ining ,;o . ' the
acpount,~' which ·we
quoteasJqllq;.vs: :e···'

"So much for now. I hope tl1at I am still your
friend. Much of my time has been devoted (to)
helping a farmer near Portland who has made a
fantastic discovery of u1credible stone artefacts. He
l1as several tons of them. They predate anytlling yet
found (or accepted) let us say that for now. We are
making slow but steady progress' in getting through
the wall of orthodoxy. - Chuck Edwards."

/:ilrl':ij;~~~~~i~g

.
this narrative'and the
unexplairle9 :events
:-that befell';r,ny;:fb.end.
'•and 1ny$tllf,-J~'?JI~r h.6
• • • • • • • l l l '.·explanation,'Jio.f,do I
" <: · ,.
• /
~v¢n profeS$)<f off<!r .
Still another possible area in the Mojave Desert region which
any reason. In fact, i have yet to fmd a clue that wUl; eyet.i ·~ par(
may connect to this subsurface network uwolved 'Iron Mountain',
offer any explanation whatever. Yet as it did 'happen, there must be
one of the peaks u1 th() El Paso Mountains Northeast of Mojave,
some rhyme or reason to the whole tlUtlS' It may 'bi;Jtti:if'~9J~~~p.~ :
California. There are tnany bizarre accom1ts connected with tllis
can offer some helpful infonnation to a problem tlJ4Jj4$t_shqulp not
mom1tain, which apparently got it's name in part from the many old
exist in tl1ese tunes ofenlighte!1I11ent. -'·
,, '';t~:::'<:::~ ·
mu1es which can be found there, along with nlll11erous natural
· ,~
.
·
./ /
. .,·.>0Ai:!!:t
cavities which open out to the surface in many different areas. The
"To begin with,
we had no( been. reading an · artible' ill a
magazine' telling us" about the great ·vallle of g~ilo ' (i.e, bat
area has allegedly been the site of certaul activity concerning native
Atnerican Indian occult practices, as we11 as the site of alleged secret- ·" droppings in old caves, which are said to be extremely ,effective:~s,a
goverrm1ent activity, some of which reportedly involves the
fertiliser - Branton) that have accmnulated over a great'numl>ef''of
observation and m011itoring of strange creatures and/or automatons
years, we would have continued to wend ourme.try way through life
1
which are ·said to emerge from the area on certau1 occasions. Just
without ever havu1g a thing to worry about. ...
·
· .
exactly what these <creatures' are is uncertain, but some accounts •
indicate that tl1ey are dangerous! Could it also be a 'magnetic' zone
"But havu1g read the article as we ~re at the time living ne~r a
due to the high iron content?
smal!.'town called Mauten in Tehama County; 'Cali.f'qpiia> we~
thought that that would be a good country' to explore foi·l;l po$sible
find to this kind. After talking it over for some ti.J.ne and; we had
Following the Sierra Nevada range from here into the northern
plenty of ti.J.ne just then, we decided to take a little 'tpp\ up 'the·
territories, one arrives at the Cascade Range, consisting mostly of
donnant or extinct volcanic mountains which rise at intervals
co4ntry just back of us. As we were almost at the 'foqt ?f:Mount
through northem California, Oregon and Washington and into sol!th~ . 'Lassen, that seemed the best place to conduct our littl~_Pt9~peeting
western Canada.
' ·
tour. .
:: , . •;;;, . /< )~L~~fl'!
~,.

it

as

.

The Cascade Range is not without it's own: peculiar accomits of ·
subterranean recesses occupied by unknown bejngs, both hmuan and
non-human, who apparently re-discovered what apparently ate parts
of ancient antediluvian subsurface networks, which were at one time
inhabited by a race of llighly teclmological (through extremely
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"So collecting a light camping outfit, togethe.(Witl! a eouple of
tents to sleep in, we started out on what,we expecJegtol>e-a; thtee-,,
or four-day jaunt up the mountain. I &ue~s we covereg;al:louften or
twelve miles on the third day and it\~as f~st approach_ij}g 'tjriie to
begin to look for a place to spend the night and the though(was not

very anmsing as it had turned a little colder and we were well over
7,000 feet above sea leveL

PROPHECIES' describes men who were seen wearing TIITCKSOLED shoes in connection to Mill reports- Branton)

"We soon found a sheltered place beneati1 a large outcrop of
rock and set about making a catnp. As I was always ti1e cook and
Joe the chore boy, I began getting things ready to
fix us some gmb and Joe began digging
around for some dead scmb bmsh to bum.
I had things all ready and looked around
for Joe and his firewood. But I could see ·;~;
no signs of him. I began calling for him
and he soon came into sight from arow1d
the very rock where we were making our
camp. And I knew he was labouring
under some great excitement and his face
was lit up like a Clrristmas tree.

"We just stood there for a ntinute or two and looked at them. We
had no idea ti1ere was anybody within ntiles of us and there stood
three men looking at us in a cave a mile or so in the deptlls of
old Mount Lassen.

·;. 4

;"'t

"He had found a cave. The entrance
was on the other side of that very rock He
was all for exploration right away. But I
argued that we had better wait till monting.
But he argued that in a cave it was always
night and we would have to use flashlights
anyway, so what would be the difference?
Well, we fmally decided tliat we would give it at
least a once-over after we had a bite to eat.
"It wasn' t much to call a cave at frrst as it had a very small
entrat1ce, but back about 20 feet it widep.ed out to about 10 feet wide
and around eight feet high. And it did reach back a considerable
distance as we would see at least 100 yards and it appeared to bend
off to ti1e left. The floor sloped slightly down.
"We followed to ti1e bend and again we could see a long way
ahead and down.

"I was scared. We were unarmed. And we
knew notlting about these men. One of them spoke
to us. He asked what we were looking for. I told
him, but I could see he didn't believe it. We both
tried to convince him, but he just sntiled. We had
a little argwnent with him, but fearing they Inight
be some crintinal gang in hiding, we came to the
conclusion that we had better retreat. Turning to go
we were confronted by two more of them.

f'!:

"I can't fmd any words to express the fear and
utter helplessness I felt in fmding our retreat cut off. I
/
do remember having remarked to Joe, 'Well, it looks like
~
we are behind the well-known eight-ball.' I sure didn't
.·} feel as jovial as I spoke either. One of the strangers told
us, 'I think maybe you had better come witl1 us.'

!.

''We were in no position to argue, though we both would have
liked to 'do a little of that right there, but we had no way of enforcing
our arguments. Where could a hero gain any credit in a place like
that? So we pennitted the five to escort us deeper into the depths of
old Lassen. 1t
~--

¥. '

"'!.•''-~

y:;;.. ____ ,

h;d led us-farther down ~:~fr'guess we had gone a couple
more ruile,s when we:came to the first thing that really amazed us.
>-; - • ;.,{_ 1.: .,·/f.
_.r.
(:'i(fii0=- ~~:'..::;_,_-''·:
~ "We came to a p)ace where the cav~ widened out a little and
called ~t, Though I had
we saw ~me kind of machine, .if it can
"At titis point we became a little afraid as we were some way
no chance to examine it closely at the time, cl did later. and it was a
ii1to the mountain. 111e idea of being inside so far seemed to make
very strange contrivance. It had a very flat bottom, but Jhe front was
us a little afraid. But we reasoned that inasmuch as there were no
curved upward something like a toboggan. The bottom ·plate was
branches or connecting caves we could not get lost and therefore had·
about eight inches thick and it was the colour of pure·copper. But it
notitirig to be afraid of. So we went on.
was very hard temper~d. Although 'I have had a lot of e,J{perience in
metals and alloys, I had no opportunit¥.to examine it clo~}'l!'.nough
"We found no sign of anything that we could in1agine to be our
much sought guano nor signs of any animals being inside the cave. I
to detennine just what it was. I douqt)iery much ifl coul~. ~~t,had a
don' t know how far we went, but it must have been a mile or two, as
seat in the front directly behin4 ~ heary~shboard affait'~4 there
we kept on walking and the cave never changed it's contour or size.
was a dial shaped in a seini-cir~le"with·figures or markings~n:it. I
Noticing this I mentioned it to Joe. And we discovered an amazing
had not the slightest idea what the~Stood for, ' but they wJr~tvery
thing. l11e floor seemed to be wom smooth as though it had beefi ' .. simple to remember. If there was a motor., itwas in the1 r~. '. All I
used for a long time as a path or road. l11e walls and ceiling o{the
cO¥ld ~ 9Was two horseshoe or majplet~.s.ha~d objects that t~ced
cave seemed to be cut like a tmmel. It was solid rock ~d w~ knew;.,. r;,. each,pthe{'\l{i.th the round parts to the out.side, Whc;n titis thing was
that no one would cut a twmel ti1ere out of rock as ti1ere had been n6
i operation, a brilliant green arc seemed to leap betwien the two·and
sign of mining operations (tailings). And ti1e rock in:' the walls and !!!,, ~o·cohti11u~ to glo-:y, as it was in o~ra~on; The.onlyp~(n~nd it g~V:;off
ceiling was nm together like it had been melted: Or fused from a
~as a htunJor quzz that sounded like a,,g~tte . charger m oper!lh~n.
great heat.
' f~:)f ·~
·~..
1· · ",
"
'W''J/;;;
-f' l_, ry{o/i
~.
..,~~~ " ,;<'
,Jf•:.
. ~~:JP~+.§~a~";ifi the front was .very"~· .. ...... ~ . ot)Jy: rry..ethodj of
"While we were busy examining the cave irt"-gefier~l,, J~ swore
operatiqft~ a black telU'-shaped opjectwhichJhUhg'ti;'om'the panel
he saw a light way down in the cave. We started down the cave once ;•f by a ch~~!: {One of ti1ese men sitting m :the ntiddle taoK'Jthis tiiing
more and found a light. Or should I say the light found us,as it,\v~s , .,, artd touched the ~hlrrp ei)d to the frrst figure on the left sid~ o(Jhe
suddenly flashed into our faces. We stood there l;)linded by it for a
dial.
"'· ·
,.,#
,., ., ·
minute until I flas.hed my light at it's sourct! and saw we were '
,.
'' . 0
> ',~,t . .
.,
, ...,.,
....
.u
confronted by three men.
• ' ,.,. ::_\;~~when he touched the frrst figme_,"" the c~ntr;{ption seemed to
~ ~ ,
move ·~o.st out from under
BuL it was the' smoothest and
''111ese men looked to be about SO or.a litth:,younger. They w'ere ""' ctl,liefest -t&'e-Jffi ever experienced. We_seemed to floa:t. ·:.Not ti1e
dressed in ordinary clothing such ,as is worn by'u~ostworking mt:n in
slight~st soupq; pr.vibration. And after we had travj!qe~' (9r minute
the locality. •· Levi type pants and flatmel shirts 1ui4 wool coats. They, , he to~(!t\~~;.the next figttre on the dial and our speed increased at an
wore no hats. But THEIR SHOES LOOJ(ED S~G,E AS THEIR·.,.. ;,,,],al<!:£111ing'rat~.";:~~t when he had advanced the black object over past
tlie) ceptle 6f;th~;, gjal, our speed increased until I could hardly
SOLES WERE SO THICK that they gave the iW,preS$ion of: ~ing
made of wood. (John Keel's book ''THE ,.'' MOTHMAN···'"' ....breathe.' ''! can't begin to estimate the''distance we had travelled or

"They·

7

oe·

· ....

us. .·

a
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our speed, but it was terrific. The two horseshoe objects in the rear
created a green light that somehow shone far ahead of us, lighting up
the cavern for a long way. I soon noticed a black line mnning down
the centre of the cavern and our imler-mountain taxi seemed to
follow that.
"I don' t know how long we continued our mad ride, but it was
long enough for us to become used to the terrific speed and we had
just about overcome our fear of some kind of wreck when we were
thrown into another spasm of fear.
"Another machine of the same type was approaching us head on.
could see that our captors were very nervous, but our speed
continued. As the other machine became closer our speed slowed
down very fast and we came to a smooth stop about two feet from
tl1e front of the otl1er machine.

capable of reverse. The bottom plate of it always is raised about
four inches from the surface of the floor. That is why there is no
friction and has such a smooth operation. Tius object suspended
from this chain is pure carbon. It is the key to the entire operation.
As I told you before, I carmot explain why it runs, but it does. We
want you two to return to where you came and forget about us. We
will show you how to operate the sled and we want you never again
to enter tl1e cave. If you do and you do not encounter the horlocks,
we will have to do something about you ourselves so it would not be
advisable to not try to return at all events. One tlllng I can tell you.
We never could permit you to leave another time.'
"He explained to us the operation of tl1e machine and in some
way reversed it' s direction. So thanking them, we seated ourselves
in the sled, as he had called it, and were soon on our way back.

"Our machine had no sooner stopped tl1an our captors leaped
from the machine and started to dash away. A fine blue light leaped
from the otl1er machine in a fine pencil beam and it' s sweep caught
them and they fell to the cavern and lay still.

"Our return trip was really something we enjoyed, as I was sure
not to advance the carbon far enough on the dial to give us such
terrific speed, but we soon found ourselves where we started from.
TI1e sled slid to a smooth stop and we jlllllped out and started up tl1e
cave afoot.

"The figures dismounted from the other machine and can1e close
to us. Then I noticed they carried a strange object in their hands. It
resembled a fountain pen flashlight with a large, round, bulb-like
affair on the back end and a grip something like a Gennan luger.
They pointed them at us.

"We must have walked a long way coming in, for we thought we
never would come to the surface. But at last we did. And it was late
afternoon when we emerged. "We lost no time in making our way
down the mountain, and Joe tells me that he isn't even curious about
what is in fuat cave.

"After seeing what had happened to our erstwhile captors I
thought that our tum was next, whatever it was. But one spoke to
us.
"'Are you surface people?'
'"I guess we are, as tlus is where we came from very recently.'
"'Where did tl1e horlocks find you?'

"But I am. What is tl1e answer to the whole thing? I would like
to know. We had been told enough for me to believe that down
there somewhere there are tlllngs that nlight baffie the greatest
nlinds of tlus Earth. Sometimes I'm tempted to go back into tl1at
cave if I could find it again, wluch I doubt, but, then I know tl1e
warning I heard in there nlight be too true, so I guess I had better be
of the same nlind as Joy. He says: "'What we don't know don't hurt
us."

"'If you mean those guys there,' I pointed to tl1e five motionless
figures, 'back there a few hundred miles.' I pointed toward the way
we had come in our wild ride.
" You are very fortunate that we came tlus way,' he told us. ' You
would have also become horlocks and then we would have had to
kill you also. ' That was the first time I had realised that tl1e otl1ers
were dead.
"They put their strange weapons away and seemed friendly
enough, so I ventured to ask t11em the who and why and everything
we had mn into. I told them of our search for guano and how we had
encountered the five horlocks - as he called them. And also asked
him about the machines and their operation and could we get out
again? He smiled and told us.
"'I could not tell you too much as you would not understand.
There are so many things to explain and you could not grasp enough
of what I could myself tell you. TI1e people on the surface are not
ready to have the tl1ings tl1at the ancients have left. Neither I nor any
one in any of the caverns know why these tlllngs work, but we do
know how to operate some of them. However, tl1ere are a great many
evil people here who create many unpleasant things for botl1 us and
tl1e surface people. TI1ey are safe because no one on the surface
believes us or them. That is why I am telling you tills. No one
would believe that we exist. We would not care, but there are many
tl1ings here that tl1e outer world must not have until they are ready to
receive them, as iliey would completely destroy iliemselves, so we
must be sure that they do not find fuem."
"As for tl1e maclline, I don' t know how it works. But I know
some of the principles of it. It works sin1ply by gravity. And it is
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Regardless of "Joe' s" opuuon, however, there is reason to
believe that influences from these nether regions can and do affect
"us" in a profound way, and even the men whom Ralph and Joe
encountered, whoever they were, admitted tills fact.
Is there anytlllng else which we might be able to "read into" tills
scenario, based on the accumulated data wluch we' ve given in
previous files? The men who were encountered do conf1n11 than an
ancient (ante-deluvian?) race did in fact leave behind extremely
sophisticated technology, and it is probably true that man in his
largely unregenerate state might be influenced to destroy themselves
with these sophisticated machinery if given the chance. Then again
the so-called Horlocks (perhaps the same as the 'cybernized',
mind-altered and controlled "Men In Black" described by John Keel
and others!?) have seenungly utilized such technology without
utterly destroying themselves. nus could be due to the fact tlmt
their 'controllers' (the serpent races?) realise tl1e dangers of such
technology and desire to conquer without destroying iliat which iliey
are conquering. Also, man already has enough ' technology' in tl1e
form of nuclear weaponry, etc., to destroy himself many times over,
but no use adding fuel to the fire as they say.
As for these underground or subsurface people, they are
apparently part of a race or races who discovered these recesses
either hundreds or thousands of years ago, or perhaps different
groups who discovered tlus network throughout tills entire period of
time. TI1e 'horlocks' seem to be a group working under an evil
influence, for instance-as we' ve said-possibly that of the serpent
race, since tl1ere have been doclllllented CONNECTIONS uncovered
between fue MIB and the Serpent Race as we have seen and will

Areas of Caves and caverns in the
United States

ABOVE: Representation of the areas of the United States where caves and deep pits, and extensions of deep natural mines.
BELOW: Gravity sites which are in variation ofthe norm. Large anomalies indicate super-caverns deep under the surfacethese may be filled with Oil, Gas or Water. The largest vairations in gravity exist where there is sheer empty cavern space.

Mass Gravitational Anomaly Areas
of the United States

..
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ontinue to see. The previous accmmt tends to indicate that once one
becomes a 'horlock' (via some mind-altering method of control,
re-programming or implantation-cybemezation!?) they become a
threat to both surface and subsurface dwellers who are trying to live
an existence free from conflict. We would suggest that NO ONE
who still possesses a human soul is completely out of the reach of
God's power to deliver them from any evil influence UNTIL they
have left this life, at which point it WILL be too late.
There have been some who have suggested tl1at a human body
could, through advanced techromancy or teclmological-necromantic
manipulation, be "killed", it's "soul-matrix" removed, and revived
as an operating organism controlled by another non-physical entity
or a bio-computer. As strange as it may sound, this would be a
Jli-tech version of the ancient 'zombie' legends which supposedly
involve the possession of a human being by a demonic entity after
that person has 'died', or the hypnotising of a living soul via drugs,
etc. , into a perpetual catatonic state of control and servitude to a
sorcerer, etc.
Could tllls explain why some of the so-called 'Men In Black'
appear to be more mechanical than human, spouting off monotone
phrases like a progranuned computer? We would suggest however
that such horrible perversions of nature, if they in fact exist, would
not include ALL of the entities who might be classified under the
tem1 ' MIB' or Men In Black, who have been described as being
anything from goverrunent silencers to alien hmnans to implanted
hmnans to cybernized hmnans to androids to reptilian-like beings
attempting to pass themselves off as hmnans. Perhaps tllls whole
gamut of 'alien' entities just mentioned are involved togetl1er in the
draconian control scenario!?
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We would suggest tl1at if a "hmnan" or even a "hmnan-hybrid"
or hu-brid still retains some semblance of a hmnan soul, there must
be a way of breaking the mental "control" of over such a soul that
may be captive to a malevolent power, if tl1at soul is willing, rather
than by killing tl1em in order to subdue their influence. The Ralph
Fields account referred to SEVERAL inhabited caverns, obviously
cmmected with tlus underground sub-way system. Also, the fact tl1at
tl1e 'horlocks' wore surface clothing would indicate that tl1ey
probably operate jointly below and above ground, mixing with the
inhabitants of the upper world as Keel and other have alleged.
Others have described strange activities surrounding Mt.
Lassen, suggesting that this area IS in fact a "battleground" between
benevolent and malevolent powers. Some have stated that there is
an "alien" atmosphere about the place, others have described
strange "voices" wluch seem to come from nowhere, while still
otl1ers have described "showers" or rocks ranging in size from small
pea-like pebbles to basketball-size stones in a few cases. This
'might' result from volcanic activity, then again, it might not.
There have even been other accom1ts suggesting that there is a
"base" near Mt. Lassen consisting of"joint" hmnan-sauroid activity,
or h1m1ans m1der the control of the serpent race and thus serving
their cause. The following account which we will describe shortly
was released by Val Valerian in June of 1992, and appeared in
'LEADING EDGE'
[We are currently looking about for UK Bouguer Gravity maps
for a follow up article. If anybody has access to these types of maps
and could help us please contact the editorial and administration
address in the front of the magazine. -ED}
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BJ Manhew Williams
Robert Dean has been involved in
UFO investigations for the last forty
years. His interest in the subject began in
the military, serving in Korea and
Vietnam and then going on to operate on
secret functions in Intelligence Field
Operations in Laos, Cambodia and North
Vietnam, after which he was shown a
document on UFO's.
Dean decided to speak out on this and
other information he had after an upset over
a lost job promotion which was denied to
him after it was seen that he was interested
in UFOs. He was in fact the second in line
candidate a promotion to position of Chief of
Emergency Planning in Pima County,
Arizona. TI1e number one person chosen,
who was offered the job had turned it down
and this meant that Mr Dean should
automatically get the job, but he didn' t.
Instead, the appointing officer who was the
county Sheriff, refused point blank to let Mr
Dean have the position, because of his
diverse interest.
Outraged by the decision Mr Dean filed
a law suit, claiming discrimination against
hinlself and another clain1ing that his First
Amendment rights of free speech had also
been violated. TI1e Sheriff in question over
the allegations, Clarence Dupnik, stated that
Mr Deans beliefs represented "not the kind
of image we want to project." TI1ere were
stated fears by the Sheriff that Mr Dean had
a high profile position which would be
undermined by an equally high profile
interest in UFO' s.
Mr Dean talked publicly in news articles
about his case complaint about his beliefs in
UFO' s and how he felt it had affected his
chances of promotion. He spoke of seeing a
UFO whilst working in the Anny in 1959 at
Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
"It happened whilst I was covering the
launch of an unmanned aircraft, when
suddenly two teclmicians started pointing to
the side of the launch site. I turned around
and there hovering in the air at an altitude of

200 feet was a huge metallic saucer
shaped object. It was 30 to 40 feet across
and seemed to be made of a polished
metal. There were no portholes and it
hovered sow1dless in the sky. It hovered
there for 10 minutes and then it started to
move away and picked up speed until it
fmally disappeared."
After the case was taken up by the
Attorney General (A high government
position) on Mr Deans behalf, time went
by and the bills mounted and Bob Dean
wondered if he would run out of money
fighting his case. He even had to mortgage
his house and use up his savings in order
to sue. The whole affair almost ruined him
financially.
Most of those people who worked with
Dean had commended his abilities and felt
that he would have suited the job well, and
understood why he was disappointed at not
getting the appointment. The original
number one candidate for the job was
heard to have said that almost everyone
had hobbies and that certainly Mr Deans
interests and hobbies did not interfere with
his ability to do the job correctly. Much
damning evidence was presented
to the attorney including
statements made by Sheriff
Dupnik which truly showed his
prejudices.

This man has seen alleged secret documents
relating to UFOs whilst
working in SHAPE
NATO headquarters.
What were these secrets
and why has Mr Dean
been allowed to tell ...
satisfied witl1 the outcome. This is where he
decided to finally speak out fully on what he
knew about UFO's.
Tirrough all the events which ensued Mr
Dean had quietly decided that because oft11e
way he had been treated, that perhaps he
should now go public on what he knew
about UFO's. Although his previous
admissions to interest in UFO's were telling
of his personal experiences, he had
intinlated that tlrrough his Top Secret
clearances he lad learned more. Now he
decided t11at as an act of defiance against the
authorities which tried to penalise him, that
he would now entertain us to the full depth
of his knowledge and provide the public
with knowledge of the full intrigue and of
the government cover-up. This is where the
real story now begins.

THE SHAPE OF TlllNGS BACK
THEN...
Army Command Sergeant Robert Dean
was once tapped on the shoulder by a friend
of his, whilst he was working at SHAPE
(Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers
Europe), and directed towards a file which
was in tl1e secure vaults. This file was about

Thankfully in 1992 Bob
Dean was victorious in his case,
but to save embarrassment, the
Pima cow1ty Sheriffs department
offered to settle out of court. The
apparently substantial damages
of $100 ,000 only just about
covered the cost of the case and
Mr Deans legal fees . TI1e
Sheriffs departments small
further payments because of loss
of earnings did not help much
eitl1er. Mr Dean was left in no
better position than he was
before, and now he was just
about to retire. He was still not
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eight inches thick and was called "The
Assessment" . It was a study of the UFO and
alien subject which was ordered by the
British Air Marshall Thomas Pike and
General Le1my Lemnitzer and was initiated
by NATO in response to lnmdreds of
confirmed sightings of mysterious, fastmoving spacecraft in the skies of Western
Europe,
particularly
over
military
installations. The events which triggered the
serious military interest are outlined as
follows:
February 2, 1961 : 2AM, SHOC
(Supreme Headquarters Operations Centre).
Everything is quiet and the British Squadron
Leader is nodding off. 2:15AM, A teletype
bell rings and breaks the silence. Almost
immediately phones start to ring and the half
sleep staff jump to respond. Squadron
Leader Lindsey shouts at the controller
"Colonel Allen! I have got Berlin on the
line, they say the Soviets have gone on a
situation Red Alert and are closing all the
bridges and gates around the city." Master
Sergeant Bridgeman, U.S. Army loudly
reports, "Sir! Both Ramstein abd Bitburg
have scrambled all their birds. Seems tl1ey
have picked up lots of bogeys which they are
trying to identify."
Witllin minutes the situation was over
and the unidentified radar objects had swept
their way over central Europe from U1e East
and turned north and disappeared offNATO
radar somewhere over the Norwegian sea.
This even showed up serious flaws in the
organisational strategies of the NATO
organisations and also of those in the Soviet
and Warsaw Pact organisations.
February 2, 1961: L. Lemnitzer,
SACEUR (Supreme Allied Conunander in
Europe) had asked for an assessment of the
situation and was now sitting in his office,
surrounded in the darkness, by five other
high ranking military and naval officers. The
last to arrive was Air Marshall Pike, Royal
Air Force. General Lemnitzer says,
"Gentlemen, needless to say that everything
we discuss here today will be considered
COSMIC TOP SECRET.
"Shortly after 2 AM this morning all
hell broke loose. We and the Soviets almost
went to war. We had learned tl1at the
massive intrusion into our airspace was not
the Soviets and an hour ago we were
inforn1ed by the Warsaw Pact Command
they have concluded tl1at the event was not
caused by us. Now tl1e big question s what
really happened and what are we going to do
about it. Apparentky the unidentified were
large, circular, metallic, in fonnation, very
high and very fast. All reports indicated that
there were about 30 to 40 of them. One
radar report from Rhein Main, Germany,

painted almost 80 on their scopes"
Air Marshall Sir Thomas Pike,
speaking directly to Lemnitzer, "Lem, as
you already know, tl1is is the tl1ird incident
of this kind in the past seven montl1s. We
have tried repeatedly to get some kind of
guidance from both London and
Washington and have received notlling of
substance from headquarters. It seems that
almost everytlling we have or receive goes
directly to Moscow via Paris. This matter
is of course under extensive NATO
security investigation. It is fortimate U1at
General Fournet is out of the country at
this time. I wish to avoid embarrassing
him personally because as you all know,
he is a fine and loyal officer. But in the
meantime neither Wasllington or London
will send us anytlling involving the
unknown objects that keep showing up on
our and Soviet airspace."

Lt. General Heinz Burger, german Air
Force (speaking directly to Pike). "Herr
Air Marshal, you as well as all of the otl1er
conunanders in tl1is room know that tl1e
federal republic has established an
intelligence link between our West
Gennan federal Police h1telligence Agency
and the Stasi in Berlin. It seems to be a
convenience, mutually agreeable to all
involved and a reliable source informs us
U1at the Soviets are as concerned about the
unknowns as we are . They have even
suggested that we establish a direct phone
link between our respective headquarters
to avoid any further tragic nlistakes
because of misidentifications."

and the more disciplined sciencies aswell.
What evidence we have collected so far
indicated that we are being confronted by
high technology machines and I bloody well
want to know whose machines they are!"
The Assessment as it was to be become
known was subtitled An Evaluation of a
Possible Military Threat to Allied Forces in
Europe. The document was given a
classification of COSMIC Top Secret, a
classification which was and still is the
highest used by SHAPE and NATO. It was
completed in 1964 and only fifteen copies
were ever produced. The complete package
contained reports, testimonies, interviews,
photographs and in depth studies by
historians,
theologians,
atmospheric
physicists, astronomers, astro-physicists,
sociologists and psychologists.
The area studies covered all of the
NATO theatre of operations from northern
Norway all the way south Turkey and
Greece. There was photographs of crash
retrievals complete with little bodies shown
and some linlited analysis of "Plasti-metals"
which they didn't seem to understand in
1964. Humans were seen outside some of
the craft and had made contact with farmers,
fisherman and even Italian airmen but
strangely none of UFOs piloted by humans
had ever crashed!r??
The conclusions in the report were
impressive and concluded that:
a.

b.

Pike responded: "General Burger, I
tllink we should follow through on tills
communication link and not only maintain
it but extend it if possible."

c.

Pike tunling to Lenmitzer, "Lem, I
propose that we here at SHAPE conduct
our own investigation, at the highest levels
of course, with the utmost secrecy and try
and determine what exactly is going on
witl1 the wlknowns. It would be a bloody
shame if we and the Reds were to go to
war at the wrong time, and for the wrong
reasons!"

d.

Lennlitzer: "Tom I agree. Lets do our
own study and try to get a handle on these
unknowns and see what it means. I will
give you my full support and assure you
the Secretary General will fund whatever
is necessary to resolve the matter." Pike:
"Gentleman, I will itlitiate a full and
comprehensive study and will be calling
on each of you for support. I intend to not
only cover the military aspects of this
matter but to include historical,
sociological, physiological, meteorological
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e.

The planet earth was the subject of
an extensive survey by several
extraterrestrial civilisations.
"They" demonstrated extremely
advanced technology - possibly a
thousand years or more beyond us.
There was a process or plan of some
kind wlfolding. The study demonstrated
that a development of some kind was
taking place. One on one contact, then
two or more, then several and then they
would show themselves to a few dozen
people. After that, they would seem to
make flyovers, then landings, then they
would even seem to pose to allow
photographs.
Evidence indicated that this has
been going on for several nlillennia.
There did not appear to be a major
nlilitary threat involved. If "they" were
hostile, there was absolutely nothing we
could do.

The study caused a few serious
psychological reactions an10ng several of the
top generals. The Air Deputy, General
Robert Lee, US Air Force, was one who was
quite disturbed. hlterestingly the French
government, under Charles DeGaul,
withdrew France from NATO. This meant

questions of who are we
as a race? Why are we
here? What is our future?"
"I would never have
imagined in 1964 that
those events would propel
me into a 30-year
synthesis of a great
number
of separate
disciplines that would
bring together the hard
sciences with philosophy,
history,
archaeology,
anthropology, mythology,
and theology.
It has
become abundantly clear
to me that no single
science or academic
discipline could ever
begin to clarity for us, the
whole story on the UFO
phenomena."
CONCLUSIONS BY
BOB DEAN
that the SHAPE headquarters had to move
from Roquencourt, just outside of Paris, to
Brussels, in 1967. At this point the French
copy of The Assessment had to be removed,
but it was believed that the French had
made a copy for soon after they established
"GEPAN", under the National Gendarmerie
. GEPAN was the national French UFO
research organisation.
"I know that I is not alone in speaking
on this matter.", says Bob Dean, "and I am
also aware that I am violating my security
oath. I am also aware that until someone
else comes forward to confinn my story, that
I am vulnerable to accusations of lying,
hoaxing, fame and fortune seeking and so
on. I have tried to state that there is no fame
nor forttme in this matter. I have never
profited from this story and have suffered
great ridicule over the years due to my
certainty of the reality of the alien
connection. Although I was a cold warrior
during the Cold War, now with the Cold
War over, and apparently won by us, I feel
that it is time for many of us who were there
to tell the truth on these matters."

He continues, "My recent two-year
litigation suit against the Pima County
Sheriffs department is a classic example of
the kind of ignorance and ridicule that
someone who seeks the truth on the UFO
matter can experience."
"In the last 30 years I have opened my
heart and mind to the infinite and timeless
possibilities that cast a new light on the
human condition and more clearly explain,
at least in my mind, the great and infinite

"It was somewhere near the middle of
those painful and yet joyful years of
synthesis that I began to see the unity of
spirit of mankind's search for truth. I
began to detect in that incredibly beautiful,
yet bloody tapestry of human experience a
single golden thread winding its way from
the very beginning of our history. That
pure and beautiful golden thread was and
is our search for the spirit. It became quite
clear to me that every major religious
effort in mankind's history was sparked
and initiated by one single source. The
ancient teachings of every great spiritual
teacher were telling us the same story and
that story was that we are one. Within tl1e
pages of every great religious classic, the
same single beautiful story is told. From
the Bhagavad Gita, the Holy Bible, the
Zend Avesta,: the Koran or the Suttras of
Buddha, the same single bright truth
emerges. The human race is one. Our
trivial differences are meaningless. It
doesn't matter what church we go to, it
doesn't matter what colour our sin is, it
doesn't matter what language we speak or
what ethnic origin we might have, it
simply doesn't matter! We are all children
of God and we are all part of this
experience called life."

"As a result of this 30-year synthesis I
have concluded that the human race is
indeed a hybrid race and not only are we
not alone in the cosmos, but we have never
been alone."
The human race has had an
intimate inter-relationship with several
high Technology. extremely advanced

extraterrestrial civilizations for several
thousand years.
Indeed, our entire history and vast and
incredible development as a species has
been an intricate and intimate process of the
development of relations between us as
humans and otl1er more advances species in
the universe. It is a humbling experience to
admit and acknowledge these greater truths,
but that acknowledgement is crucial and
necessary if we are ever going to mature as
a people and prepare ourselves to take our
rightful place in an infinite community of
life in the universe.
My personal view is that this
understanding in itself will bring about a
major expansion of consciousness in the
citizens of this planet which will eventually
bring us together as a people and hopefully
provide us a glorious future. I believe that
this process is a universal constant. In an
infmite cosmos of life, civilisations,
cultures, species of an incredible variety
will, in time, mature to a point where they
must, out of the necessity for survival,
expand beyond their planetary nursery. A
failure to meet this challenge will in most
cases result in self destruction. I have
concluded that the human race has reached
this critical mass point. With our technical
accomplishments
in
thermonuclear
weaponry, biological weaponry, particle
beam tecimology and so on, we must begin
to understand our place in this incredible
epic, called life. A door is being opened for
us by our cosmic family to an infmite and
glorious future but we, as a race, must
respond accordingly.
The time has come to leave behind in
our bloody past racial, religious, and etlmic
bigotry, as well as ignorance and hatreds of
all kinds. We cannot afford to continue such
disgraceful matters as Bosnia, the West
Bank, South Africa, and Northern Ireland.
A race that presumes the right to expand
into space must meet the future with hope,
unity, patience, tolerance, and above all,
LOVE.
Therefore, a certain modest hwnility
must accompany our maturity. We must be
prepared to step up and out into the
universal community of life as one people,
from one small planet, with one future, or
sadly, we may not go at all. The UFO
matter, the crop circles, the recent increase
of sightings of "The Beautiful Lady," tl1e
transnusston of knowledge through
channelling is all part of a cosmic attempt to
shock the human race into the realisation of
our unity. We must respond, we must
mature, and we must step into the 21st
century with hope, love and oneness.
Frankly, we have no other choice.
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(especially oil seed rape that is 5ft tall) it
was difficult to reflect on these readings and
their position relative to the forn1ation and,
anyway, there was no time for such musings.

Bv Nigel & Debbie Pardoe

The subject of Crop Circles is a mysterious realm to
many, but exploring the possibilities are groups like the
Sussex Cereological investigators. These are the people
who are visiting the fields and taking samples. They often spend many nights watching fields and spend hours
charting the phenomenon and trying to see if there are
new and exciting obseravtions which can be made.
Working mostly out of their own pockets with diligence
that deserves credit, dut rarely gets it we now see how
the researchers work, and counter claims of "hoaxing''.
We visited four of this year's Sussex
formations with a device known as the
Electrostatic Volt Meter (EVM) which, as
its name suggests, measures the background
electrostatic field. The Cissbury fonnation
was surveyed twice and so we achmlly
managed five dawn raids on Sussex
fonnation sites during the hot British
summer of 1995. I must admit, it feels as
though we surveyed many more since it is no
easy feat to rise at about 03.00 Ius, drive out
to a formation (and Cissbury was an 80 mile
round trip), spend perhaps 2 hours in the
field taking EVM readings until after the
Slm has risen and then head for home to
prepare for a full days work. Then, of
course, reports have to be written up and the
data presented in such a way that the BLT
team can make sense of it all. It really does
take a lot of time but they were hours well
spent and we were ever eager to get out to
the next formation before Barry Reynolds
was let loose with his scythe and bin-liners.
POSITIVE CHARGE
This being our fust year out in the fields
with this little gadget we had no idea what
to expect and apart from some rough
guidelines on the basis of a couple of
isolated reports from previous years, it felt
as if we were treading on practically virgin
ground. Anyway, we had some basic notes
about the EVM itself and we understood
that at night ALL crop, whether upright or
downed, should have an electrostatic charge

of zero volts and as the Sun rises ALL
crop should gradually acquire a positive
charge. However, as in many other areas,
the crop circle phenomenon does not
always conform to the basic laws of
physics and on previous occasions
negative electrostatic charges had been
observed, most often at the standing edges
within a formation. No explanations for
this anomaly had as yet been given.
Our preliminary preparations included
60 wooden sticks about 2 ft long which
were marked munerically from Fl to F50
(for formation readings) and Cl to CIO
(for control readings) and these were
placed in the ground to indicate their exact
locations. On hearing about the first
Sussex formation at Southease (figure 1),
we were relieved that it was not too distant
and we first saw this double-ringer from
Itford Hill from across the valley on
Monday evening, May 8th. This gave us an
advantage for our first EVM survey
because a rough drawing could be
prepared beforehand which we took with
us early on Thursday morning, May II th,
and used it in the field to record the data.
We arrived at the site just after Sun
rise to discover that this lovely doubleringed circle in oil seed rape was 'alive'
with a positive electrostatic charge
concentrated at specific areas. We realised
that we had come across something
strange but, in amongst the crop
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Walking in a straight line from west to
east along one of the tramlines, the EVM
registered zero volts across the outer
flattened ring, the standing ring and the
inner ring. It was at the innermost standing
edge of this inner ring that negative
electrostatic readings were fust noted (-10
volts at F6).
Further negative readings were picked
up on the adjacent standing edge, that is on
the inner circle's western perimeter and a
weird mixhrre of zero, positive and negative
readings seemed to linger within the circle
itself. The eastern side of the formation (Fl2
- Fl7) gave more negative results at the
standing edges of both flattened rings. The
downed crop within them, however, gave
combinations of +10 volts and +20 volts. By
now an hour after Sunrise, we reasoned that
we ~hould be getting positive readings and
that there was indeed something unusual
about the fust Sussex formation of the 1995
season and as predicted, the strangeness was
predominately at the standing edges.
THE INNER CIRCLE
Time was not on our side and we knew
that it would not be possible to take as many
readings as we would have liked. (Lesson
1.- get there earlier next time!) We returned
to the inner circle and decided to work from
the centre outwards towards the perimeter.

Figure 1

SOUT HEAS E EAST SUSSEX
FORMATI ON No. 0 1 1995
OIL SEED RAPE
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It was an exciting moment when at Fl8, the
standing edge of the circle's northern
perimeter, the EVM readings registered as
high as -40v and -50v on the scale. The
standing edge on the other side of the circle
only recorded -1 Ov, so we went back to the
Fl8 position and walked northwards
through the forn1ation. F20, the standing
edge of the inside inner ring opposite Fl8
also had a strong negative charge and a few
of the standing stalks were visibly 'pulling'
towards the centre. TI1is area was to become
known as the 110tspot'. The negative charge
dissipated and went back to -1 Os on the
outer standing edge of the inner ring and the
inner standing edge of the outer ring. TI1e
formation's outennost perimeter, the outside
edge of ti1e outer ring, registered zero. We
took a few more readings on the southern
section of the outer ring and everything was
zero. (Incidentally, all controls taken were
zero as well).
It is true to say that at ti1e time we were
more or less indifferent to the results. It was
only later when we could look at the
diagran1 and wonder at ilie odd negative
readings found at the standing edges,
especially at ilie hotspot'.

THE SECOND SUSSEX FORMATION
(figure 2) appeared at Lullington near
Alfriston on May 31st and we were able to
get into the field within 24 hours of its
arrival. (Again, it was fortunate that the
formation was close to home, unlike recent

Figure 3
EAST GRINSTEAD. WEST SUSSEX..
FORMATION No. 04 1995
BEARDED WHEAT
27 or 28 I 06 I 95
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years when most of ilie Sussex formations
turned up in West Sussex). The morning
of Thursday June 1st was damp and chill,
but it was a clear dawn witi1 no cloud and
only a very slight breeze blowing from ilie
north west. The Sun was to rise at 04:48
hrs BST but iliis tin1e we had no diagram
prepared beforehand and so it was
essential ti1at we arrived in good time,
early enough to make an approximate
sketch of the basic outline in order to
record the locations ofilie EVM readings.

At 04:20 hrs BST we were taking our
first control readings, which
registered zero, and entered
this huge fonnation by one of
Figure 2
the galaxy anns positioned to
LULLINGTON, ALFRISTON, EAST SUSSEX.
the
south
east.
The
FORMATION No. 02 1995
Lullington
formation
SEED BARLEY
reminded us very much of a
spiral-armed galaxy wiili its
31/ o5 1 95
small
central
circle
surrounded by four large
flattened rings having four
arms attached to, and
swirling out from, the
outennost ring. Having made
a rough sketch of the basic
design, we went back to the
south east arm and walked in
3 a north-westerly direction
through the lightly brushed
barley.
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This was very different to
the oilseed rape doubleringer at Souti1ease because
some of tl1e crop was only
partially downed and several
stems were standing upright
in amongst the flattened
rings. There was also the
'standing curtain effect'
running ilirough it, a line of

unaffected barley along the trarnline's edge
looking rather like a thin curtain. It was
obvious that we would have to take note of
ilie various conditions as we recorded the
readings.
The first group of negative readings
came from a partially downed group of
stems in the south east arm (F3), while both
standing edges to either side registered zero.
Walking downllill in a comparatively
straight line, we entered the fourth ring
where we obtained more negative readingsfrom its outer standing edge (F5) and also
from a solitary upright stem within the ring;
however, downed crop nearby registered
zero as did the inner standing edge of this
ring.
The third ring (i.e. ilie third ring out
from ilie centre) gave -lOv on its umer
standing edge (Fll) and from here all
readings were negative (-lOv and -20v) at
every standing edge to the edge of the
central circle (Fll to Fl7). An upright stem
amongst downed crop in the second ring
(Fl3) registered -IOv but the partially
downed crop in the very centre (Fl8) was
zero. We were at the formation's centre and
it was now 04:59 hrs BST, 11 minutes after
Sunrise, alti10ugh the Sun was still obscured
by ilie slope of the surrounding hills.
We continued north west down through
the formation and all the crop, both downed
and standing, from the centre out to fue
perimeter registered zero (Fl9 to F29). At
05:21 hrs BST we were standing at fue tip of
fue southern arm (F30) where fuere was an
isolated positive reading of +10. The Sun
was just beguming to break into the
formation and in anofuer 15 minutes, it
would shine on two-thirds of it. All other
readu1gs along fuis ann were zero, however,
apart from a -10 halfway along its lengfu,
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figure 4
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Saturday morning, taking the first
re~dmg at 04:28 l~s BST, 24
nunutes before Sun nse.
(It may be worth mentioning
that when the EVM was initially
used at tl1e edge of the field for
control
readings,
it acted
erratically and tl1e needle shot off
the scale beyond + 1OOv. We
reasoned that the close proximity
of our vehicle could possibly have
affected these initial readings
(altl10ugh tl1e engine was quite
cold) but in any case, it was
decided to replace tl1e batteries in
the EVM and subsequent readings
taken at the same location were
zero).

Satisfied and equipped with
brand new batteries, we noted a
C5
few control readings and then
C4
walked straight through the
NOT
TO
C3
fonnation beginning at the edge of
SCALE
the double-ringed circle, taking 43
C1 C2
readings in all from standing
edges, downed crop and standing
rings. To our surprise, everything
again at a standing edge (F33).
was zero, including controls. Whatever
else we may have expected, tllis wasn't it.
Readings were taken along three of the
arn1s but only zero readings were obtained.
The dawn was calm and peaceful, the
At 05:40 hrs BST we left the field, having
sky was clear and there was no breeze. It
spent an hour and a half in the fonnation. It
occurred to us that on both previous
was time for home, breakfast and a shower
occasions, at Southease and Lullington, we
before heading off to work feeling somewhat
had taken electrostatic readings within a
tired. Had there been more time, then we
few days of their arrival and so we
would have surveyed more of this massive
wondered whether timing might affect the
fonnation but it seemed fairly conclusive
results. Perhaps the East Grinstead
that for some unknown reason, like
fonnation was 'spent', as it were. Or was
Southease, the Lullington 'galaxy' registered
the background electrostatic field affected
negative EVM readings predominantly at
by Gatwick Airport only about 5 nliles
standing edges. Negative readings were also
distant? We do not know the answers to
to be found at some of tl1e upright and
these questions but I have to admit that we
partially upright stems amongst fallen crop.
felt somewhat puzzled as we drove from
Why only the south-easterly side was
tl1e East Grinstead circles that morning.
affected in this way when tl1e north-westerly
side gave only zero is another mystery.
THE CISSBURY FORMATION was
to be our fourth survey. It appeared
IT WAS FIVE WEEKS before we got
sometime during the night of Friday 14115
into another fonnation and this time we had
July and because of the distance involved
to venture all tl1e way to East Grinstead,
we were not able to survey it until the
well over an hours drive away.
following weekend, Saturday morning 22
July. Fortunately, we were able to prepare
It is believed t11at this fonnation (figure
a sketch beforehand since we helped to
3) appeared during tl1e night of Tuesday 27
survey the fonnation and tl1erefore knew
June or Wednesday 28 June 1995 but we
its dimensions fairly well. We were
were not able to reach it until Friday
somewhat apprehensive since, from our
evening 7 July, nine or ten days after its
previous experience at East Grinstead, we
arrival. There's no doubt that the fonnation
thought that eight days was quite a long
had been well trodden by tl1is time, even
time lapse and hoped that we had not
though the lay of the crop still looked neat
driven all tllis way, setting out at 02:30 hrs
and the edges were still comparatively crisp.
BST, just for a set of zero readings.
The fanner was kind enough to let us stay in
his field overnight and so we were able to
Sun rise was at 05:09 hrs BST and the
make an early start with t11e EVM on
flrst reading was taken at 04:28 hrs. Six
C6
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EVM control readings (figure 4) were taken
along tl1e tram line leading into the
fornmtion, 15m apart from each other. All
six readings gave high positive readings,
averaging around +40v - not at all what we
were expecting. Tllis was a large fonnation
and we spent some considerable time
working across it taking readings from east
to west (Fl - F36) and then from south to
north (F37 - F65) (figure 5). The initial
results indicated that this was not to be like
the other fonnations. The east-west
readings, whether upright crop, downed
crop or crop from standing edges all
registered lligh positive charge on the scale,
as did further controls taken along a tram
line to the western side of the fonnation.

Moving through the fonnation south to
north, from the outer edge of the outer ring
to the centre (F37- F51), likewise began to
give positive readings until the 4th ring
(F42) where a group of zero readings was
taken from the downed crop. It was 9
minutes after sunrise. Thereafter, the meter
registered zero quite a few times and the
centre readings (F51) gave three zeros and 2
+lOv. From tl1e centre to the northernmost
outer edge, everything was zero. It was now
05:33 hrs BST.
When we arrived in tl1e field at 04:10
hrs BST, there was a crisp breeze blowing in
from the north which had dropped by half
after an hour. It is now thought that this
breeze was ionised and, therefore, lllaY have
been responsible for the high positive
electrostatic readings.
At 05:35 hrs BST we decided to take a
second set of fonnation readings. The
fonnation was still in the shadow of the
nearby lull to the east and, apart from the
occasional -lOv and a peculiar set of -1 Ov on
the standing edge of the irmennost ring
(F23), everything was zero. When the Sun
broke into the fonnation at 05:47 hrs BST,
the EVM began to register strong positive
readings on both upright and downed crop,
as it should do with the Sun on the plants.
The last reading that morning was taken at
06:37 hrs BST and we had been in the field
for two and a half hours.
It was exciting to learn that the
fonnation 'grew' a few days later, gaining
some sizeable additions. At the time it
occurred to us that perhaps the high positive
readings were the result of some 'unspent
circlemaking force' held within the
fonnation and that the additions were due to
a sudden release of that force. Tllis seemed
even more likely after we took tl1e EVM into
the fonnation the next week and everything,

the original rings and the additions,
registered zero, as if the circlemaking force
was finally 'spent'. Unless of course, the first
readings were due to nothing more than
ionised air?
This was our last EVM formation survey
during the hot sununer of 1995 and all four
displayed their own distinctive EVM
characteristics, each one so very different

from the other raising many unanswered
questions.

what is necessary in order to understand this
magical phenomenon ... we look forward to
1996 .. ...

It would be interesting to discover the
readings that occur in specific plants and
areas, notably those near Ancient Sites
throughout the 365 days of the year. We
realise that the information presented
here, even though it took many hours to
accumulate, is only a minute percentage of

(Detailed reports are available for
each of the EVM surveys included in this
report by request. Tel Nigel & Debbie on

Figure 5
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After reading the article on the
subject of Crop Circles in the September
issue of Encounters magazine I feel forced
to write this counter article against many
of the points raised. Often I have been
tempted to do this but have decided at the
last minute not to, because I did not want
to dent the fragile belief systems of those
that fraternise in the subject (Even
though most hardened believers would
not listen to this voice anyhow). I am
forced to now because of unchecked and
outrageous claims published in this and
many other magazines.
Firstly the point was made that for the
first time in many years, circles has
appeared which "Researchers" agree are not
hoaxed. I fmd tllis amusing because every
year for the last 16 years there have been all
manner of good, bad and ugly circles
appearing and in each year there have been
people who have proclaimed tl1em absolute
genuine/non-hoaxes throughout tl1at time. I
also know many researchers who throughout
this time have considered most circles to be
manmade.
TI1e writer Chris Kenworthy described
his relief at the fact that the DNA and "Julia
set" (Stonehenge) are genuine. I am far from
as enthusiastic - as he is - for I went in both
these circles very close to their creation and
found that tl1ey exhibited no halhnarks of
the genuine circle criteria that were set
down by circle researchers such as Colin
Andrews - i.e. 1mifonn bent stems & non
broken stems. Tilis being the case, no matter
how wonderful or thought provoking these
circles appeared from the air - represented
in photos and in diagrams - that they were
not at all near the high criteria for the
"genuine" article by, say,
the Colin
Andrews* standards.
I would like to point out that many
stories which were generated about the
DNA formation being "So neat" and "having
no powder removed from the stems" are
false. I found much in the way of damage to
stems when I entered the circle and although
there are those who are out there who will

say "you weren' t in there soon enough to
be able to tell", I must disagree and say
that careful exanlination of many areas of
the circle, including areas where people
hadn't walked revealed that tl1ere was
mliform damage to the stems and I was in
there at 13.00 hours on the day it formedmore than most researchers can claim. The
problem with this claim is that it is
tmsubstantiated - nothing more than a neat
story, with no hard evidence to back it up,
and sadly as so often happens - the wilder
the story, then the less chance there is of
anybody bothering to try to take samples ...
So much in circle lore is based on such
stories.
What I will say is that out of the two
famed circles of this year, the DNA was at
the very least a neat and tidy design, with
as minimal damage to the crops as I have
seen. The Stonehenge circle certainly did
not fall into this category and was messy
throughout.

ALIENS STOLE MY LOGIC
I am greatly shocked to hear that Mr
Kenworthy, who describes himself as a
"researcher" inunediately makes the
conclusion that crop circles are made by
aliens. This has never been proven and
although we (the researchers) all know
that there are a handful of cases where
UFOs have been seen NEAR crop circles,
as yet no UFOs have ever been observed
making them . So if a UFO was observed
making them and if the UFO was simply a
ball of light, then would tllis qualify that it
was controlled by aliens? Could circles
also be created by spirits entities, earth
energies or nlilitary beam weapons testing,
for after all a ball of light does have to
mean aliens. Hmnun, it seems that tl1e
over-enthusiasm may have yet again crept
in here, and those who proclaim the
' answers' are often proved wrong!
I am always wary about tl1e use of
Dowsing as an accurate tool for declaring
circles as genuine. I speak from experience
as I have been present wllilst a nUlllber of
hmnan circle makers have been creating
circles. This is a first time admission for
me, one which will no doubt cause me
many problems. TI1ese circles have never
been "claimed" nor debunked, and I know
of many who have dowsed them as
"absolute genuine". This cannot be tl1e
case as I was there watching them being
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made! Tilis to me tlrrows a serious spanner
in tl1e works for those which make such
claims but should it? I think not because
surprisingly these circles have been doswed
by myself as genuine. A very puzzling
problem! The dowsing societies are
themselves quite aware of many other types
of energies wllich can be picked by the rods
and fool the doswer into thinking he is on
the right track. No mention of the flaws and
operations of dowsing were mentioned in
Mr Kenworthys article so the reader simply
has to suspend rational thinking systems in
order to Believe what is being said.
Mr Kenworthy seems to imply that
circle makers wish to make themselves part
of the phenomenon. Well unfortunately they
are - not only dowsing has proved their
circle making to have strange effects, but
samples sent to American laboratories have
also proved positive. What we have, is a
situation where the fake currency is as good
as the real.

So where does this leave us? I would
postulate that either hUlllan circle makers
are drawn to make these circles at certain
locations or that once the circle is created
then it will be endowed with some energy by
the non human circle makers, or tl1at
without realisation that the circle makers
themselves charge the circle with energy.
Far fetched as these theories may seem I can
seem I see no other possible explanations.
What this represents is equally as
fascinating as Mr Kenworthys expaination
but there is a snag ...

STUBBORN
The reason most believer circle
"researchers" reject the above possibility, of
hUlllan circle makers being responsible, is
because their arrogant and fragile opinions
on WHO MAKES TifE CIRCLES, carn1ot
be swayed. They take great offence at
anybody who comes up with alternative
theories to counter tl1eir own. And since
many people have many varying stubborn
opinions, then this sees the, "Aliens made
the circles", people doing battle with tl1e,
"Earth spirits made the circles", people and
the, "Microwave energies from space",
bunch. Whilst they all have their potted
theories there is one thing they are all in
complete agreement over - and that is: tl1ey
all HATE THE HOAXERS! This hatred
goes so far, so as to not allow them to listen
to any explanations the hun1an circle makers

(Hoaxers) have as to why or how they made
the circles and it is this turning away from
good evidence is both non-scientific and
bigoted in my opinion.
Circle researchers being deeply
offended by Hoaxing does not allow them to
see that some of the better circles are indeed
made by people and not one researcher that
I know of has ever theorised a11d
subseque11tly researclted why humans can
create circles which have these dowsable
and cell changing properties. They will even
go as far as to hide damning evidence which
will prove this and have in many cases
exaggerated claims of how fantastic and non
human-replicatable a circle is in order to try
to sway public opinion in the media on how
non human circle makers must have been
involved. These people are trying to create a
phenomena based on their own personal
beliefs and dogmas and not on the evidence
which stares them in the face!
PSEUDO SCIENCE
Pseudo science is often employed in an
attempt to confuse the public into believing
the incredulous evidence - pseudo science
which is never verified by real science I
should add. One can enter a circle and say "I
had a headache", "My camera broke down",
"My batteries discharged" or "I was cured of
an illness", and this is seen as proof of the
circles genuine power. Well I have seen
people get headaches in hoax circles. I have
shown many people why their equipment
has broken down (and subsequently fixed
this equipment). I have also shown so many
people that broken equipment is nothing
more than discharged batteries at or near
crop circles and deduced that these people
do not know how to charge or test battery
levels anyhow • • .

A point was made to there being a
radio signal present in the Eastfield,
Pewsey, 1996 DNA crop circle which did
not appear outside the circle but did
appear to the north and south. No preface
was given as to the normality of this effect
and other possible explanations. The
region of 1500Mhz is the Microwave
band. Microwaves go in straight lines and
are used, as is stated in radio literature as
"Point to
Point Relay Beacon"
frequencies. Tl1is is why you carmot point
your satellite dish just anywhere in the sky
- because Microwaves operate along
straight beams.
It is quite possible the localisation of
the above effect was due to inteference
patterns (class 101 of physics ... ), black
spots or many other well known
atmospheric effects which cause such
signal peaking - especially in the strange
effect world of Microwave radio! If there
was a localised swamping of this signal
that centering near the circle, it would also
appear at many points along the north/
south line that the researcher Mr Vigay
was on and he would fmd tllis if he kept on
walking and sampling.

Any radio wave of sig1lificant strength
will have effects on other electrical
equipment. Low frequencies are not as
effective as high frequencies for this type
of interference but the 1500Mhz frequency
we had here is indeed a very high
frequency. If the signal is centred near tl1e
circle in this way would interfere with
radio and TV signals. A hand held scarmer
is NOT a scientific piece of equipment and
will easily be upset by such signals. (See
harmonics and cross talk interference
caused by strong radio signals in any radio

book.) An electrostatic volt meter will
certainly be effected due to its high
sensitivity nature. You only have to try using
a mobile phone near such an instrument to
see the effect (mobile phones operate at
800-lOOOMhz so won't be quite so effective
as the 1500Mhz signal that was present but
will show quite clearly the problems
associated with tllis sort of sampling).
Even more in1portant is that to operate
cheap equipment will obviously cause you
problems. Devices such as scanners and
frequency counters are not test devices!
Even worse, I know that some of the devices
used by the researchers in question are sold
in the back of UFO magazines as £40 UFO
detectors and are totally untested and totally
unreliable. This does make a shambles of so
called scientific research.
AMATEUR SCIENTISTS or"Oh the
needles moving - we don't know what it
means but it must mean the something" type
logic...
To operate even any test equipment
without being a scientist and fully versed in
all the operations and variances of such
equipment, would by defnlition invalidate
any results gathered and render them
prelinlinary and inconclusive (and certainly
could never be used in a courtroom.. .).
One important point is that crop and soil
have no ability to store a energetic charge.
Crop is not a battery and unless radioactive
substances are smeared onto the crop, or dug
into the soil, no readings of energies could
ever be taken. This means that the signals
and readings do not come from the crop
circles themselves, nor the earth and soil they come from the air. What does that tell
you?

I have also been witness to miraculous
healings via the power of suggestion and
also through the use of hypnosis. Tllis is a
well known phenomena and I believe that
through an elated wish to believe in the crop
circles powers, many who visit them get
their wishes granted- or sometimes adverse
effects experienced - in many ways. One
only need look at cult organisations use of
suggestion tecluliques for evidence of this. I
have even seen people break down and
swear that energies are nearly causing
people to faint in the most pathetic and
confirmed hoaxed circles.
Please don' t tllink I am against crop
circles. I love them, I just have a different
view from certain researchers as to where
they come from. If people get a good vibe
from a hoaxed circle, go with it, I say!
SIGNALS

Photo: Matthew Williams visiting a crop
circle in Hampshire. Another hoax ...
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Before I leave the section of amateur
science I should point out that I have seen
some of the "Scientific Sampler" brigade,
who collect and send samples from cropcircles and send them for analysis to the
United States, not only handling the samples
with their hands, but letting these samples
be passed around in groups of people. These
samples are only dried out (required for
sending to the laboratories) at randomly
selected times, and nobody had studied the
effects of trans-atlantic flight on these
samples, which show up "amazing results"
even when collected from the worst of hoax
circles.

URBANMYm
The Chinese whisper syndrome operates
as the basis for spreading infom1ation about
crop circles and their locations amongst
researchers. Researchers, who by defmition
must be believers - else skeptics or
debunkers, hear the ever increasingly wild
fUillours about the circles powers and pass it
on. This is how the urban myth of the crop
circle has been perpetuated. As researcher
passes story to researcher, the story gains
extra bits of information and is told in a
more assured matmer. The strength of the
rumour mill is such, that, even the public
have started to believe that there must be
something paranormal, or even alien, about
the circles. Everyone takes other peoples
words for granted and the don' t check out
claims for themselves.

MONEY

Still, if you are a heavy believer who
likes pseudo science then disregard any of
the above which I have just said, and enjoy
the subject which you invent, for some are
detem1ined to tum crop circles into a
religion. Oh yes, dowsing is 100% positive
proof too! Bzzzt. Time to wake up!
There is a real phenomena, but it's
time for the "researchers" to define
properly a11d tmtllj'11Uy just what it is! I
have no problem with speculation as long
as it is clearly labeled as such - and in the
named article it is clearly NOT.
*(Away from the article we learn that
Colin too has changed and lowered his
standards for he too overlooks his original
criteria and declares them genuine. Did
Colin re-write his own criteria without
telling us? See his book Circular
Evidence.)
**(Many people who visit crop circles
are campers or have caravans. They are
unaware of the factors such as heat/cold
discharge effect on nicad batteries.
Catnping also puts electrical equipment at
risk through condensation after the night

cold. Charging batteries at campsites can be
fraught with Dew problems on termirlals,
inside chargers, etc. Rather than allow
proper acclimatisation periods for their
equipment, people tend to go racing into
crop circles and then have battery
discharges, equipment failure,
tape
snapping/wrapping in the camera (which is
caused by Dew on the video head), buttons
sticking and all other problems. Too many
explainable effects can cause these things
the researchers should take time to look at
equipment carefully
with
qualified
engineers before declaring malfunctions as
effects of crop circle powers. Standard photo
cameras can also be affected some of the
same ways. It is always funny that sensitive
and delicate devices, such as cameras,
should be drained of battery power or
malfuntion, whilst battery powered watches
and other sealed devices continue to work!
-Matthew Williams

BlliLIOGRAPHY
For further reading I suggest
"CIRCULAR EVIDENCE" by Colin
Andrews and also "ROUND IN CIRCLES"
by Jim Schnabel (one of the most accurate
portrayals of the problems of crop circle
politics and research I have read.)
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Where there is a phenomena there is
money. Crop circles are big business for a
select few. These few seem prepared to say
anything that is required of them to keep in
the public speaking circuit. Bear in mind
that if you preach "Circles are fake" to the
believers, then you are never asked to speak
again. This can seriously impede your
chances of making money from the subject,
so some unscrupulous sorts have become the
"Oxford Street" con merchants of the crop
circle world - they will sell you and tell you
any old crap. And under the mles of Caveat
Emptor - or let the buyer beware - you are
left to find out for yourself, afterwards, that
the goods may be spoiled.
Quite unbelievable, but true, is the fact
that some researchers give two different
stories on either sides of the Atlantic, more
fantastic stories for the Americans (who
cannot research the UK subject) and less
fantastic stories for the British counterparts
who may not stand for the baloney! Yes
folks, it's all tme but for legal reasons I dare
not nan1e names taking part in these
activities.
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Bv Jonathan Hurst
arth is quite an unusual planet
compared to other worlds in the
cosmos. Rarely does a planet support more
than one species of human, with such a
diversity in culture and ideology. TI1is is
because Earth is one of a group of planets
that have allowed themselves to be used
specifically for the outworking of
interplanetary karma, incurred between
various intelligent races of the galaxy.
Thus, Earth has gained a reputation for
being one of the best Rehabilitation Centres
in the cosmos.

E

My previous article, ETs, Ufology &
Ancient History,
gave
information
concerning the main groups of galactic
humans that have settled on Earth. In this
article I shall focus specifically on the one
stenuning from Orion, since they have much
to do witi1 what is happening armmd the
globe today.

which deceiveth ti1e whole world. He was
cast out into the Earth and his angels were
cast out with !lim." (Book of Revelation
12:7-9)

I believe the above quote is a direct
reference to the Orion Conflict and its
resolution.
At ti1e end of the conflict ti1ere was a
great nligration of spiritual and physical
Orions to the planet Earfu (see previous
article). Around 40% of humans presently
living here are reincarnations of these
Orions - tern1ed 'fallen angels' in the Bible.
TI1e names Devil and Satan are biblical
references to the Orion Emperor (also
incarnate here). The Empire used to clone
its soldiers and important figures . TI1e
Emperor was seemingly thousands of years
old possessing an unbroken chain of
consciousness that spread over many
clones, each living around 200 years.

THE DRAGON

The Orion Empire, also known as ti1e
Dragon, was ti1e greatest tyrarmy this galaxy
has ever known. Beginning 800,000 years
ago, many wars were waged between the
Empire and worlds it sought to conquer.
Fortunately, the Dragon was overpowered
by a massive ET alliance about 170,000
years ago.
For a long tin1e before the wars, the
Dragon Empire was restricted to six star
systems within ti1e Orion Nebula. However,
many of its planets became increasingly
affected by the gases and radiations of ti1e
nebula, which made the land quite
inhospitable to humans. Tins forced the
Empire to exiend its domain and consider
other systems for colonisation. Although
there was one problem: most other
hospitable planets in the area were already
inhabited by other peoples. Thus began the
great war of Orion.
"And there was war in heaven. Michael
and his angels fought against the Dragon,
and the Dragon fought and his angels, and
prevaileth not; neiti1er was ti1eir place found
any more in heaven.
"And the great Dragon was cast out, ti1at
old Serpent called the Devil and Satan,

There are many sinlilarities between
science-fiction and what occurred in
Orion. The Empire in Star Wars and the
Klingons in Star Trek were probably both
inspired by vague memories of that time.
Also, the television series Logan s Run
could have been a depiction of the Dragon
Empire. Even those characters called the
Sandmen, seemed to be inspired by tl1e
notorious Men in Black (who play similar
role in past Orion, chasing 'runners' that
have time-travelled into our present).
TI1e regime of the Orion Empire was
essentially one of power through control.
Everybody would b implanted with
crystalline receptors that forced to obey the
dictations of a huge central computer, the
form of a crystal moon, that would have
each person under constant surveillance.
Some planet were used by the Empire as
breeding colonies, where the soldiers
would take vacations. Often from tl1e
battleships which would constantly patrol
the Orion system, being directed to planets
next on the list of invasion. Technological
advancement far outweighed the spiritual.
THE BEAST

I believe the Beast, mentioned in the
Book of Revelation, is a metaphor for the

Power Elite group of shadowy individuals
who occupy the top of the corporate
pyramid. On a US dollar bill you will see a
diagram of a pyramid with the top separated
from the bottom. TI1e upper half is known
as ti1e All Seeing Eye, and symbolises this
elite. Their ranks include senior members
of the political, intelligence, military,
industrial, econonlic, scientific, religious,
and occult factions of society. All of whom
are hidden from the public eye, with their
public representatives serving as mere
puppets.
Tins Elite has ultimate control over all
mainstream establishments, and therefore
the world. Most of them are reincarnates
from the Orion Empire, otherwise under that
influence (both incarnate and discarnate
sources). Former members of the Dragon
Empire were only to remain earfubound for
a set length of time, now coming to an end.
"TI1erefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that
dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the
earth and of the sea! For the Devil is come
down to you, having great wrath, because he
knoweth that he hath but a short time."
(Revelation, 12: 12)
In this age of great change and
transfonnation, there is to be a time of
kannic sort-out when the sheep shall be
divided from the goats'. This is what the
Bible calls the Day of Judgement. Each of
us shall be judged by our own spirit, and
many of those once part of the Orion Empire
will depart from the Earfu. Some to planets
more appropriate to their level of
development, while others will be allowed
to return from whence they came in Orion.
THE WHORE OF BABYLON

The Book of Revelation, in particular
Chapter 17, talks about a Whore of Babylon'
and many believe this to be a metaphor for
the Roman Catholic Church - mother of all
Christian denominations.
"And there came one of the seven angels
which had the seven vials, and talked with
me, saying unto me: Come hither, I will
show unto thee the judgment of the great
Whore tl1at sitteth upon many waters;
"With whom ti1e kings of the Earfu have
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committed fornication, and the inhabitants
of the Earth have been made dmnk with the
wine of her fornication.
"So he carried me away in the spirit into
the wilderness, and I saw a woman sit upon
a scarlet coloured Beast, full of names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
horns.
"And the woman was arrayed in purple
and scarlet colour, and decked with gold and
precious stones and pearls, having a golden
cup in her hand full of abominations and
filthiness of her fornication.
"And upon her forehead was a name
written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE
GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.
"And I saw the woman drunken with the
blood of the saints, and with the blood ofthe
martyrs of Jesus; and when I saw her, I
wondered
with
great
admiration."
(Revelation, 17:1-6)
1 suspect that the "seven heads"
represent the seven hills of Rome, and the
"ten horns" have something to do with ten
rulers.
The Whore is indeed "dmnken with the
blood of the saints" (latter word meaning
Christians), as the Church is based on
nothing but cormption and falsification of
Jesus' teachings. The Bible was written by
the Church, not the tme followers of Jesus.
Their words have been distorted beyond
recognition, and many important gospels
were not even included in the canon - having
either been destroyed or hidden.
Forttmately, some of these have been
uncovered; yet the Church fails to reassess
its doctrine in light of these.
Old
handwritten Bibles are proof of how much
has been rewritten and altered. Incredibly,
the Church still publishes 'revised editions'
of the Bible even today!
Thankfully, the Book of Revelation
doesn't seem to have suffered too much
alteration. Probably because the Church
failed to decipher its real message behind
the cryptic metaphor - which could have
been a deliberate safeguard. How ironic
that, of all the gospels that were suppressed,
the Church chose to retain one in which
their own fate was sealed.
There are numerous prophets that have
foretold the development of the Church with
amazing accuracy. In the earlier part of the
12th century, Saint Malachy issued a
prophecy concerning the line of popes that
would follow in succession of Celestine 11 ,
from 1143 until the end of Catholicism.

Each pope was assigned a motto. For
example, that of the hundredth successor,
Gregory XIV (Pope from 1831 to 1846)
was 'From Baines in Etmria'. Gregory
XIV was a member of the Camaldolite
Order, whose centre was in the town of
Baines in Etruria!
Another example is Innocent XII, Pope
from 1691 to 1700. He was given the
motto '111e Rake at the Door'. His nan1e,
Rastello, meant 'rake' in Italian.
Jolm Paul II, the present Pope, was
attributed the motto '111e Work of the Sun'.
Tllis could be a reference to his extensive
travelling, more than any other pope,
throughout hot countries. He is the 11 Oth
successor of Celestine II, and there are
apparently only two more to follow.
Another prophet well-known for her
prophecies concerning the end of
Catholicism (and indeed tl1e world as we
know it) is Mary, the mother of Jesus. She
has appeared to a great number of people
throughout the world, and is beconling
more frequent. In 1846 a couple of young
shepherds at La Salette, in the Dauplline
Alps, claimed an apparition of Mary
inforn1ed them that "the heads, the leaders
of the people of God have neglected prayer
and penance and the Demon has obscured
their intelligence." Also, amongst other
wanlings, that "the Church will have a
terrible crisis."
Joachim de Flore, a 12th-century sage,
poet and philosopher, gave the following
prophecy: "Rome, town bereft of all
Christian discipline, is the source of all
abominations of Christianity; she it is who
will first be stricken by the judgment of
God."

CONCLUSION
Through deceit and
oppression, Christianity
has made itself the
greatest controller of
nlinds in the world today.
However,
as
a
consequence
of
the
information explosion, the
public is coming to realise
that the Church is not as
puritanical as she would
have us believe. Large
cracks are beginning to
appear in the ageing
disguise worn by the socalled Whore of Babylon,
and her arrogance and lust
have
become
her
weaknesses.
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It is a fact that church congregations are
diminislling, while the community of New
Agers is on the increase. No doubt, in part
due to the growing attention placed on the
paranormal by the mainstream media during
recent years. Also, as a result of fact-based
fiction such as T11e X-Files and Babylon 5.
(Yes, some of the ETs in the latter television
series do bear a close resemblance to real
ones- both in physiology and philosophy.)
It is only a matter of time before the
benevolent ETs i.J.litiate the next phase of
their indoctri.J.1ation prograHU11e - mass, overt
contact. This they will have to do in order to
expose and remove the negative ET
presence, wllich also has plans to become
more overt in its operations.

Humanity should hopefully receive
assistance throughout the coming days of
catastrophe; especially as the Earth is likely
to experience another orbital shift, closer to
the sun. Many individuals have had visions
of huge spaceships filling the skies, ready to
temporarily evacuate areas in need. T11ese
are indeed the days of Revelation, when all
cover-ups and conspiracies shall be exposed.
T11e world is changing for the better what harm can there be in believing this?
We are what we think, so why not thi.J.lk
ourselves anew and start again; this time
with greater strength and wisdom gained
through our own experience as a stmggling
race.
After the sorting of the sheep from the
goats, thi.J.1gs should be much easier. I know
we can make it.

NOTE:
Details of Star Force
magazine, edited and published by the
author, can be obtained by sending a SAE
to: Jonathan Hurst, 10 Princes Street,
Maidstone, Kent ME14 lUR.
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Bv Manhew Williams
MW: I am Matthew Williams and I am here
to interview Mr Bob Dean. Hello Bob.
BD: Hello Matthew.
MW: Well Bob, I understand that you have
a bit of an interesting military career. I
wonder if you can tell us a little about that.
BD: I think interesting is a bit of an
tmderstatement. I spent 27 years on active
duty in the United States Army. I was in the
Infantry, Special Forces, Special Operations.
I have joking said that I have been places
that I should not have been, and I have seen
things that I should not have seen and done
things that I should not have done; but that's
history now. I worked as loyally as I knew
how during the Cold War years. I led
Infantry troops in combat in Korean in 1951
and I led combat troops in Vietnam in the
year 1969.
You say interesting, and I guess it was.
Harrowing is another way to look at it.
Certainly the most exciting part of my career
was when I was assigned to the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers in Europe,
SHAPE, as it was known. I was assigned
there in 1963, and it was one of those plum
assignments that you get from time to time.
It was an opportunity for me and my family
to go to Paris, for my kids to go to school in
Paris - it was one of those opportunities that
you just don't pass up. So I applied for this
and was accepted.
In 1963 I went off to Paris. I arrived with a
Top Secret clearance and was immediately
assigned to the Supreme Headquarters
Operation Centre (SHOC). From that point
onwards I was inunediately upgraded in my
security rating to Cosmic Top Secret and I
worked in the War Room.

h1 1963 I heard of a study which had been
initiated in 1961. It was intrigning. I got to
hear about it because everyone at shape
was talking about it and we military types
do tend to gossip a lot. It mostly intrigued
me because it was dealing with UFOs, or
flying saucers as they were sometimes
known. What was happening at SHAPE, in
those cold war years, was that large
numbers of these objects were flying over
Europe and mostly out of the Warsaw Pact
area. They would fly to the west over
Europe and they would fly very high and
fast, and it was very obvious that they
were tmder intelligent control.
It became very apparent to the Soviets and
NATO people that this was very unusual.
For a time tl1e Soviets thought they
belonged to us (NATO), and for a time we
thought that tl1ey belonged to them. The
feats of teclmology which those craft
displayed were so advanced tl1at it becan1e
clear, after a time, that both the Soviets
and NATO did not possess the level of
teclmology to make tl1ose craft. I must also
tell you, in all honesty, tl1at even in 1996
we do not possess the teclmology to make
tl10se kinds of craft from scratch.

So an incident occurred in the early
morning hours of2"dFebruary 1961 where
a large number of t11ese objects came over.
The Soviets came on alert and the Allies
went on alert and Berlin closed it ' s
borders- they did this all the time anyway.
I suppose the term that you might use to
describe the situation is that it was "a bit
dicey". Here we are, in tl1ose cold war
years, with our fingers on the triggers and
our thumbs on tl1e buttons. Now what we
didn't want at that time, was to start a war
for the wrong reasons at tl1e wrong time
and it was a very stressful situation.

After tl1at incident Air Marshall Sir Thomas
Pike, Deputy Supreme Allied Commander
(SAC) at fue time, ordered a study of the
situation and what tl1ese things are doing in
our skies. He wanted to know if fuey were
not Soviets and they were not "ours" then
who or what were fuey. They started the
study in 1961 and it was a very focused and
very directed study. They titled it "THE
ASSESSMENT", and subtitled it "An
evaluation of a possible military tlrreat to
Allied forces in central Europe. It was
underway when I arrived, and it was
concluded in 1964.
From 1964, when I got to see it, I couldn't
back away from it. I got to see it when, out
in those early moming hours when I had
those long shifts, when tl1e coffee was too
black to drink and when you had read all of
those old magazines - An airforce controller
pulled it out of tl1e vault and put it on tl1e
desk in front of me and said "here that will
wake you up". Well Matthew, tl1at didn't
just wake me up ... It changed my life. I used
to look at it witl1 every opportunity I could
get, right from when I first saw it, to tl1e
time when I left SHAPE in 1967.
When I saw it, I was on 12 hour shifts in
there - I had the COSMIC clearance. I saw it
and noted tl1at copy number one was given
to the Secretary General NATO, copy 2
went to my boss - General Lenny Lemnitzer
who was the SACEUR and copy number
tlrree was placed in the vault in SHOC.
There were only 15 copies made.
The document was itself about 1 inch thick,
but was supported with an annexes which
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were 8 inches thick. It was classified Top
Secret and was probably the most sensitive
document that SHAPE had ever been
involved with. Once I began to shtdy it, it
became clear to me that there was more to it
than who are they, why are they in our skies
and what is happening here. The
conclusions were literally earth shaking. To
me in those years, when I was a rather no
nonsense, career minded officer - and to
hear these things was quite shocking.
MW: So what exactly was in the Assessment
-can you describe it' s contents.
BD: Well before I do that I had better tell
you about the annexes. Titere were ten of
them, in all. They covered
electronics,
meteorology,
RADAR - tltere was some very
good and hard science in this
shtdy. Included in the hard
science, the electromagnetic
effects and so on, was a section
titled
"Psychological
Response", another titled
"Sociological Impact" and there
was another annexe - and this
struck me later on as being
possibly the most important
atmexe of all - this was "Tite
Theological Implications".

groups that we knew of, in 1964, one
group looked exactly like we do. I mean
exactly! I would like to him that around
and say that we look exactly like them,
because I think there is a reason for this.
Tins bothered the Generals and Adn1irals
more than anything else. We nlilitary, you
nnght say, are always paranoid and if we
weren' t, then we were trained to be so. It
was part of our gante. Tite idea tltat tltere
could be an extraterrestrial intelligence in
our nlidst and that they could sit next to
you on a plane, or on a bus and you would
never know, tmless they wanted to tell you
- in most cases they wouldn't. Titis
botltered the military guys more titan

So 1 - apparently there was no threat
involved. No 2 - A long range survey of
some kind was being conducted here. 3
-There were several different groups
involved. At tlte time I was at SHAPE, there
were four different, high tech, civilisations
involved in this progranune. That was kind
of shocking to think of. Out of the four

After they had made all their conclusions in
the report, as I said 15 copies were made
and sent out. One of the fmal suggestions
made was that tlte sh!dy should go on and if
funds could be allocated by the SACEUR.
This meant that the shtdy would continue
past 1964 which is when the report was
published. Tite study I believe is still
underway.
I believe that even though the sh!dy goes on,
that we still do not know as much as we
would like to know about the whole
sihtation.
MW: I understand that sinlllar
sh!dies may have been carried
out by various governments.
Was the assessment one of these
other projects. Was there a
deeper connection.
,··

There was a section describing
the reasons for the shtdy, and
that
was
the
military
implications. Titey concluded
that whoever they were, or are,
were malevolent or hostile. It
would have been over a long
time ago and that was one of the
primary reasons for the shtdy in
the first place.
They detem1ined tltat some kind
of a progranune had been
underway for a very long time.
They concluded this from a
historical perspective. Titey had
people from Oxford and
Cambridge and
all
the
Universities all over Europe looking into the
perspective here. Titey forutd out that this is
not something new. Apparently tltis has
been going on for a very long tin1e. The
study concluded that we had been visited, if
not for hundreds of years, then for thousands
of years.

House at that time. I wont go into it here
though (laughs).

..

BD: Wlten we concluded in
1964, we were dealing with
mainly SHAPE territory. The
SHAPE theatre was from
northern Norway, all the way
south to Turkey. I was to learn
later when I was on other
assigrt111ents around the world
that your government and n1ine,
the MOD and Dept of Defence,
had reached very similar
conclusions. Indeed they had
reached some of the same
conclusions as early as 1949. So
the sh!dy by SHAPE was simply
an in-house study for NATO,
but your country and n1ine had
known the facts as early as
1949.
You have probably heard about
tlte stories of the crashes. You
have probably heard the stories
about Roswell.
MW:Yes

anything else. I remember one day at
lrutch, in the NAAFI cafeteria, conmtents
were passed like, "Do you tltink that they
could be walking up and down the
corridors of SHAPE headquarters?" An
American said, "Do you realise that they
could be walking up and down the
hallways of the Pentagon. There was an
American Lieutenant Colonel at lunch that
day and he said, "Do you realise that these
guys could even be in the Wlnte House."
Titere was a little forced laughter at that
point because most of us ad had our
misgivings about who was in the White
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BD: Well Roswell was one of about a dozen
other incidents that I knew about during my
years in the nlilitary. Roswell happens to be
one of the more famous ones involving
living creah!res with small bodies. So they
knew in '49 and they are not sharing it.
They are still not sharing it. Tins still today
is one of the most highly classified subjects
there is! Your govenunent and mine made a
decision that the people, the average
persons, are simply not prepared for the
impact of this reality.
MW: So that is the main reason they are not
giving the information?

BD: I think so. The study stated that the
average person is just not prepared at this
time to deal with this reality. Let me
explain.
First of all we are not alone, we have never
been alone, we have never been alone and
we are part of an infinite number of fonns of
intelligent life. We are members of an
intergalactic community of intelligent life.
The muverse is simply teeming with life. I
disagree with the decision that was made
not to tell the people. Now all those years in
the military I had the classification -the Top
Secret clearance - and I will probably go to
my grave carrying secrets that I will never
divulge. Matthew I have got to tell you that
tlus secret - tlus subject - in my opinion is so
important that I am purposefully violating
my security oath to share it and talk about
what I have seen, because I think tlte subject
is so important. I fell that people have a
need to know and a right to know the truth.
My justification for doing what I do and
saying all of tltis is because I feel tltat if
people were to tmderstand tltat we are not
alone, tltat we have never been alone, tltat
we are part of tlus infmite commmuty of
life, tltat it is this knowledge that might for
the first time in our history bring about an
expansion of consciousness and may be able
to make us look at ourselves as one people it will stop us looking at ourselves as White,
Black, Brown or whatever. Or it will stop us
thinking of ourselves as Jewish, Muslim,
Hindu or Christian and start to make us
seem as one people, one race, from one
planet with one fuhrre . That' s my hope.
MW: So why do you feel that they are
allowing your to give away their Top
Secrets.
BD: I'm not the only one. You may or may
not know that recently one of our top
astronauts, Gordon Cooper, has recently
come out of the closet on tlus issue. He has
told the whole story. Gordon has said
basically the same thing as I have said, tltat
when he was in the military and when he
was an astronaut we knew and everyone
knew that this situation was real.
So why are they letting me and a few others
get away with this? I have a nagging
suspicion tltat somewhere at some level of
our government, someone has made a
decision to continue to do tltis because we
are doing it in a non threatening way. I have
never had anyone nm from the theatre when
I am sharing this infonnation. I think that
they are letting us do it because they want to
see how the people respond. I have no
illusions, what so ever, about what could be
done to keep me quiet.

..

I mn getting old now ...
MW: How old are you.
BD: I am 67 now, but I mn at a point in my
life where I don 't much care. I don' t worry
about tltreats as I have seen too much and
been too many places. I cant be
intimidated although they have tried
gently. I have had the tlrreatening phone
calls. I have had tlte black helicopter flying
over my house regularly. I have been
followed and my phone has been tapped. I
also know that tltey could stop me in a
nlinute if they wanted to.
MW: Its good that you are trying to get this
information out-there and you are not
afraid. What you said minute ago, tltat we
are part of a galactic community and that
knowledge of this could perhaps bring the
peoples of tlte world together renlinds me
of a speech I heard given by President
Reagan in which he stated, that an alien
threat could unite the world through
military force . Obviously he was using the
military slant and alien tlrreat instead of a
peaceful one. Do you know about this.
BD: Regan, if I am correct, made about
tlrree statements on this subject. He even
made one statement to the U1lited Nations.
Also after he did it then Gorbachev did it.
I tlunk both of them in their own way were
trying to subtly tell people. I mn also
reminded of a remark he made some years
ago to the movie director Steven Spielberg
by then president Ronald Regan. Speilberg
made a few films on the subject of UFOs
and one of these was Close Encounters of
the Third Kind - a very well made and
excellent film. There was a private
showing of this film at tlte oval office in
Washington witlt Speilberg present and
after the film was over Regan was heard to
comment to Speilberg that tltere were only
five, perhaps six people in tllis room, who
"knew how true this movie is."
You see, there are a number of our leaders
who have, in a subtle way, tried to get us
to an understanding of tlte greater view.
MW: If I can take you back to the point
about your clearances. You mentioned Top
Secret and tlten COSMIC Top Secret. Can
you explain what COSMIC means and is
there some sort of connection between the
nmne and the subject matter you were
privy to.
BD: I see your point. Well I was very lucky
to have top level security classifications
tlrrough most of my career. I had had a
nmnber of sensitive assigmnents and had
seen a few tllings tltat I shouldn' t have. I

had applied for and received a Top Secret
level of access. Still, clearance levels and
access will heavily depend on your
assigrmtent and whether you need it. You
might go to one assigrmtent where all you
need is Secret, tlten another which doesn' t
require any security level at all. When I
went to SHAPE to work in the war room the place we called SHOC - you had to have
a high level of clearance. Now people have
asked me that question before, in is there a
subtle and secret meaning to the name
COSMIC and I'm not sure who achlally
selected tltat. I think it must have been
selected many years ago. Perhaps somebody
liked the sound of it - it sounds quite
powerful, or really the most secret of all. It
certainly was the highest level of
classification in SHAPE. It was when I
arrived mtd still is today.
Recently I visited SHAPE at its new
location, outside of Brussels. I spend a
whole afternoon reminiscing and going
tlrrough the placers that I help set up and
move in 1967. I found out fuat COSMIC was
and still is the highest level of access from
an American source who will remain
unnmned. I found out that the SHAPE
Assessment was still in the files and it was
still classified COSMIC and was still the
most sensitive file that NATO has today.
That intrigued me.
MW: What interests me is somebody like
yourself who has openly comnlitted yourself
to going public on this information and
clearly breaking your security oath, get to
go back inside SHAPE headquarters. Why
would they let you back in and fraterrlise
with the current staff?
BD: Well I guess I must try to clarity that for
you. When I retired at the end of my nlilitary
career, I retired as Command Sergeant
Major. I retired with honours, with a lot of
awards mtd medals - although that's not
particularly important. I had a very high
rank, in fact the highest enlisted rank that
you can have. For many years I had also had
the highest security classification that you
can have. I had nofuing but good awards and
recommendations and good records. I retired
with honour, so I carry with me
identification with me which reflects that.
So I can travel the world like that, pretty
much so.
I can visit nlilitary headquarters even today,
to visit old friends, check in with the current
Command Sergeant and I mn always made
welcome. It's kind of like the old boys
network, and tlte British army has it as well.
It' s like a RSN will be given respect and
honour and will be allowed to come and go
as he wants.
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When I got there at SHAPE, I showed my
identification and passports and I was
allowed in. It was simple. The authorities
checked me out on the computers, they saw
me on there. 1l1ey gave me a pass and I
spent the entire afternoon.
MW: So somebody must be happy for you to
be doing what you are doing, else this would
surely not be allowed - it would seem that
way.
BD: I have no doubt that they know exactly
what I am saying and doing. At tilis moment,
sitting here at this interview, I have no doubt
that my authorities have an exact idea of
what I am doing and saying. The very fact
that I am getting away with it. I tllink
somebody has decided that what I do has a
certain value.

a lot more to tllis than just ti1at. When I
retired from the nlilitary in 1976 I found
out that we not only knew of 4 different
groups, we knew of 12! A dozen separate
groups, separate civilisations. The
question is that in 1976 we were not just
dealing with interstellar visitation, nor
were we dealing with intergalactic
visitation but that we were dealing with
dealing with all of the above, but
apparently the evidence that we have
collected by ti1at tin1e, and we had loads of
factual data, showed ti1at we were also
an
interdimensional
dealing witi1
intelligence. Its hard enough to get a
physicist to explain to you what another
dimension nlight be. I am told ti1at
· Einstein talked about a fourth dimension
of space time. Our young theoretical

ti1emselves. If they were to go on TV
tomorrow and armounce tllis thing, of alien
visitation, then that will be a spark which
will light a fire. Do you realise what sorts of
question people will be asking. I don't think
that your govenunent and nline could
answer those questions.
One person said to me about tilis point that
it is not a problem of telling them what we
do know, but more a problem of telling them
what we don't know. How do you do that?
MW: If we are dealing with a civilisation
wltich obviously has it's own plans and
agendas, can we look forward to ti1emselves
making contact or telling us ti1ese things by
going directly to the people?
BD: I do indeed. I think that's an
excellent question. I have watched
for many years now and have
waited for 40 years for the
governments to tell ti1e people. My
constitutional system means that
people are supposed to be the
government. The constitution starts
with the words "We the people".

They could stop me at tl1e moment.
They could stop me anytime. 1l1ere are
a number of ways.
MW: Well I am still fascinated by what
you have read in the assessment and I
would now like to know what has
convinced you that the Assessment
itself is real - what evidence is there
that stands out heads above the rest,
and what personal experiences have
you had to convince you completely, if
any?
BD: Well it's important for you to
understand that, for me, the
assessment was only a beginning. I
returned home in the late summer of
1967. My exposure to the study and,
well, my god, I practically memorised
parts of it- this was just the beginning
for me. It launched me into what I call a 30
year synthesis. I was so curious that I
wanted to know more. It told me a great deal
but it was tantalising in the things it didn't
say. So I wanted more and more. I don't
think ti1at I know anybody who has been
involved in tilis and doesn' t want more.
As I said, I latmched a 30 year synti1esis,
wllich I am still conducting . I am still
coming to tenus witi1 what is happening,
why is it happening and what does it mean.
The SHAPE study was simply an appetiser.
I have spent ti1e rest of my life collecting and
analysing, weighing, sifting pieces of
infonnation. I really have been ,in a sense,
obsessed. Matthew I do not know how you
can be exposed to some of ti1is information
and not be so.
1l1ere is something else ti1at I must clarify
for you. When I began my research, like ti1e
study in ' 64 I was concerned witi1 why are
ti1ey here, and what is it all about. Over ti1e
years it has become clear to me ti1at ti1ere is

........ -

NATO Symbol.
physicists today say that we know of at
least 10 separate dimensions. I am not
enough of a scientist of astronomer to even
start to think about ti1at.
Some of the interdin1ensional beings are
so advanced ti1at they seem to have ti1e
ability to mmlipulate matter and time. That
has been demonstrated a11d repeated. Now
don't you tilink that this really shakes up
our politicians and military officials.
Matthew we are dealing with intelligences
that could be up to a million years in
advance of our own. Try to imagine what a
race or society witi1 teclmology would be
like - how far in advance of us!
We are only just starting to understand ti1e
basics of such knowledge a11d we are only
scratching ti1e surface. We are starting to
spread our wings as it were. This is why I
tllink the lid is still being kept on and held
tightly down because I just don't tllink ti1at
people carmot handle this tiling, but ti1ey
just don't know enough about it
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I have waited for so long for ti1e
governments to tell people the
truth. I tilink now that our friends
out ti1ere have an agenda of their
own because I have watched that
develop over the years. Whatever
the case there is continuing
increasing contact. Look what is
happening over Mexico city - an
increasing wave of UFO activity
ti1at titat been there in 1991.

MW: For readers purposes can you
explain a little of tllis.
BD: Well after the famous solar eclipse in
1991 when half the world was in Mexico
city looking up and photographing the
eclipse with stills and video cameras, from
that moment on the skies seemed to be filled
literally with UFO's. Saucers, disks and
enonnous craft such as cigar shaped objects
- some of wllich are up to a nlile in length.
The skies over Mexico have literally filled
with hardware since 1991. Its on the TV and
front page news in Mexico. I have brought
with me a collection of photographs which
were taken by ti1e Mexican nlilitary
authorities, what are known as "The
Federales". Amazing pictures, videos taken
in boti1 daylight and night time. They have
been analysed by many experts and found to
be genuine.
Yet not one paper in the UK or USA
newspapers, not one bit of tllis mnazing
news that Mexicans are talking about on a
daily basis. Here's something in Mexico

where I believe they are making a very
definite effort to show themselves. They fly
all over Mexico city and even involve
themselves in the Mexico Military Parade
and Airshow day - this was seen on film.

mad and run into the streets!

Matthew, that bothers me; I expect your
and my country to take the lead in this sort
of thing. I expect Britain and the US to be
of the more honest govermnents. It seems
MW: Well tllis is certainly runazing news.
to me that we have an obligation to our
Why doesn' t it happen else where?
people to be honest and open. Even the
Soviets these days are more open and
BD: I would love to be in an American city
honest about tlus tl1at1 we are in London or
the first time it happens there, during tl1e [ Washington! And that bothers me a lot.
daylight hours. I would just know how Dan f~ l11at shouldn' t happen.
Rather will deal witl1 that on tl1e eve1ung 1 h
news.
llus conung July in Japan, the Japanese
I l '·
-~ ~ F·. plans to open the worlds first UFO
Don' t get me wrong, I am no prophet o .• ·J: m{isetinJ in the city of Hakiue. The
anything, but I have seen a Qeveloping ~}museulri"' is literally constructed by 53
process of tl1ese UFO' s showing tl1emselves F''lnillion doi¥trs of Japanese government
over the years and the flap oyer Mexico city :'\ h10ney. A terent Prime Minister had a
is just a part ofthis. I think.,ih.at we are goi g f~· cheque writteii',,and gave it to the city of
to see large numbers oCpbjects, saucers, ·I t·: Ilakiue. Run10ur'jlas it tl1at when it opens
think it has already ·begun with la(ge ~A it is going to t>e'· eartl1 shaking because
triangles being seen. ~ow very often tl{ey ~ •. \ ¥hen tl1e Japane~ do something, then
they do it quite well. A museum which is
appear at night. A few years ago in ~he
Hudson valley we f- had lots of th,bfu, tZ""probably going to irldude, if the rumours
thousands of people 4 w them.
,J<
( are correct, a 35 foot' disk, which is going
.f
~·
}o''be an exhibit. Th9;e is also a rumour
. . t. '" they ~!so have got, a n~mber of s~all
They. have been se~n hovering over pOlice r.·.. tha
cars 111 Belgmm. A~! over Europe ~hey;,~ave f,',-: ~es.onice which tllfiY will be shoW111g.
~
been seen. l11ey us'Qally have a ~et 0( c'(jjJ1er t;· ~! ~ " '>?iqJ~..•,
lights and then. a ' centr!jl fed ·tjgh~ ie :,~}e ~-.·;·j;1;1JW: Thisis't!>.. ~ a watt and see thing?
'~'·'~""' . '¥
middle of the tnanglcy. The ~traHight:lia~ ~''' •
been seen t~ detach and fly oft. &ndtben'',~'· BD: Well I plru1 to b<!'tqere, I wouldn' t

f r.;

i

t:·

my country

by(~ccident. I believe ql.at is a rather subtle
Ofiental way of gettm; our attention.

MW: You have had some very good
evidence to keep you going over the years.
Still what other evidence have you had, such
as any personal sightings or experiences?

re'tln1F"!ind're-a'ttacliTo 'tl{~\indettieatl'i.bft1te '.w·• miss,Ulis.for -tht},wod<;i. · l(·thecflllllOursar.~
·, .cc?rrect t.heh~ tt Will blow'' tHe lid off tlus
@

"

..,

,.,

't9ipg;· " ~

: •

This is to try to get! people to 'say, :'bey .~is c~
is real, tl1is is happe1ung". It helps ' tMm ;
understand tl1at it ~s not part of scien.,~ f
i~0~:;, ·;r~
fiction or some fanta~,r.

f

,. ;.i t,· yow and

sl:ioul~ .be irtf tlus! lihe funny tllings is
tlla,~,they, are.planning tQ open the museum
or¥ihe 4th of July. I dorf' t tllink tl1at this is

,

ff•, ,;,?,

J;

MW: We are seeing Small reports of tliese J!
appearing in our newspapers ... Still with)
such mass sighting d yer places such~:~s ;~
Mexico and Belgmm~ how do the 1
govermnents of those coUiilfies react to this? ~

,

[lttranspires that sinte the interview took
P.iace tl1e musetun has indeed been
~~1ed. It seems ! that tl1e extraordinary
exlub1ts were nof placed. Some say that
this is because,? the Japanese had last
\
f: ' 1 ;ihinute tl10ugl}ts about tl1e adnussion or
of it via a deal with tl1e
BD: Well that is an area that !am very angcy'.,'< r.~Were talked ,obt
'
about. I frankly resent the fast tl1at tlle } ifAmericans,::: · However most of these
1
Mexican government and it' s in,~~ia anr ; irumo~S, .. are unconfmned._ It also
m,ore honest than my govenunent .are,SJ-9DU~ , % trai_1s,~tred that tl1e museum d1d n?t. open
It s own Sihmhon. Its on the evenmg news::·i . on 4 July although It was ongmally
it' s in the papers and there are specialists ,;~ ~ plrumed that it should do so. I think for
who are taking tl1e subject seriously and are ~ ; these reasons Mr Bob Dean did not bother
studying it.
'· to attend. l11e main tl1eme of the museum
~·
now seems to be space, not UFO' s. We
I resent that this is happening in Japan - tl1e · wait to learn the true facts about just what
military were very forthcoming. Belgium ~ went on with the museum.- ED]
military were very forthcoming with tl1eir
inforn1ation - the Chief Of Staff for tl1e l MW: I have heard that certain disclosures
Belgium Air Force went on TV and ~ like the museUin have been planned in tl1e
explained that pilots were monitoring these
past, but just at the last minute the
objects. They said that they have tl1em film ~ information has been witl1held. Do you
ru1d on RADAR. In a gesture of honesty and I, tllink that there is any possibility then
Japanese will delay or change tl1e opening
ope1111ess they told the people what was
happening and tl1e Belgiun1 people didn' t go
of the museum.
,

!

•

~,·

~

f

f

!

It is usually a political reason, a national
election or something, some event like
Vietnrun or tl1e Cuban missile crisis. Then
tl1ey say, no don't release this stuff quite yet
- they have got enough to deal with at the
moment.
I think that we are close. You ouly have to
look at all the television coverage we have
had over the last few years with CBS
specials, like the Intruders mini series or the
X Files. We have all seen the
documentaries. I think that those who are
struggling to get this information out, now
have the authority and the power but have
been through this before and have been
disappointed before. I remember as long as
twenty years ago - I was waiting for the big
announcement and it didn't happen.

c,

craft. I believ; ~·this is all part of an
inculcation, a gentle'le~jpg process.

BD: Well tl1ere are many rumours in the
UFO field. Some have said that the Japanese
have issued a sort of ultimatum to the West
and stated that if tl1ey do not release their
information then the Japanese wilL We will
have to wait and see what transpires with
the museum. In govermnent there are two
opposable parties. Some of them have
wanted for a long time to bring this out, and
you are right, they have all come close to
point of making an announcement. We have
had film which was almost ready to be
released. There have been differences of
opinion. It is always a struggle in a
democratic system.

BD: h1 I 961 whilst I was at Fort Wachuca at
tl1e army training ground an object appeared
over the west range, one morning early. llus
was just before the launch of a radio drone
carrying cameras television, that sort of
tiling. The object fairly close to us - about
400 to 500 ft away. It was hovering roughly
100 ft in the air and was bobbing like a boat
does on water. It was beautifuL It was
reflecting in tl1e morning sun. The "scene
theatre light cruneras" we were using to
track the drone, locked onto this thing
automatically. It sat tl1ere for about 4 to 5
minutes, then it started moving away at a
slow speed, gradually getting faster until it
was at an incredible speed. The scene
theatre light cruneras filmed the whole thing
on 35mm colour film.
We had probably had about 10 or 12
nlinutes of it on film [I presume because of
multiple cameras being used- ED} and tl1ey
scrapped the launch of the Fairchild drone.
They wouldn' t let any of us off the range
tl1at day and none of us got home until 6
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o' clock that day. All of us being military, we
were debriefed and sworn to secrecy. The
film was taken from the camera and was
taken to Washington and we never saw it.
Many of us, because of the security
implications had thought we had seen some
Anny or Air Force piece of technology.
It didn' t dawn on me for some years later,
what I had those years earlier. It wasn't until
my time at SHAPE and my reading of the
Assessment. I didn't realise what I was
looking at. I was kind of open minded and
innocent of the subject back then.

MW: Can you remember what the date of
that would have been and have you
investigated the case.

which they are studying or using.
BD: I am sure Edwards is involved. It is
one of our main test facilities. I must be
frank and say that we have so much
hardware in storage in the US, that we are
numing our of storage space. You have
probably heard about ti1e hangers at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, well
those hangers filled up some time ago. We
have storage facilities at Holloman, we
have storage facilities at many others all of
the country and all over the world. We are
nnming out of space to store teclmology
which has been retrieved.
TI1ere is a massive program which has
been going on for many years with your
government to re-engineer some of that

BD: Oh I have a pretty good idea of
the time, but I don' t know the exact
day. It was in the week, in Spring
and Arizona gets very hot and most
of the early launches would start
very early in the morning. I would
say it was probably April 1961 . I
know that there were 60, or so, of
us on the range that morning.

It sat there for 6 to 8 minutes. It lifted ofT
and flew away. TI1e got it all. Cooper has
said repeatedly that film was taken and
zipped away to Washington. Nobody at
Edwards Airforce base ever saw it again.
Can you imagine the footage that must be
available in the archives of my and your
country.

MW: Edwards has figured many times in
UFO lore as a place which has stored parts
of UFOs or whole UFOs. So whereas there
was a landing, do you know of any more
instances at that base, and whether the
military in general has got UFO teclmology

..

So we have one of a few things happening. I
- we have a group of government officials
saying lets tell them the truth. 2 - You have
the American researchers and others like
yourself who are digging. What a nuisance
we must be to them. We are making
headway,. TI1e people on the inside who are
now coming out to talk, it is making a
difference.
TI1ere was a case recently whereby a vice
president of Lockheed was asked, what are
you really doing at there at Area 51. He said
with a smirk, "Best I can tell you is
that we are dealing with Un Funded
Opportunities.
MW: Yes (laughs)
BD: And he said it in kind of a
humorous way.
MW: What are you plans for
bringing this to the publics attention?

MW: But somebody else who saw
it may come forward at some time?
What about the film?
BD: The film footage, like that,
would be in an archive in
Washington. Gordon Cooper made
the same remark one time. While
he was assigned at Edwards
Airforce Base, before he was
assigned as an astronaut, a UFO
came and landed on the runway.
They were filming some training
exercises. That day there were
some landing gear tests going on at
Edwards. Edwards is in Califomia.
It used to be called Maroc. Gordon
Cooper was in the tower that day
and the UFO came in and landed.
The film crew who were
photographing the landing gear tests stopped
filing that and started filming the UFO.

these saucers. Now I don't know if the stuff
we have got is as good as the stuff that they
are flying out there - though I doubt it! Still
we are doing it, and the evidence is there.
It's coming out from such a mass of sources.

Shape Logo
technology for our own use. A great deal of
success has been achieved. US in
conjunction with UK are flying recovered
alien technology craft at a base in Nevada,
not too far from Las Vegas called Area 51,
S4, it has a many munber of names - they
also call it dreamland. There are any
number of independent films which have
been taken in the area. Even news film has
been taken in the area, from NBC as a
matter of fact. Saucers and disk are flying
over ti1e area.
Now some of the people who have
information about ti1e area or have worked
there have said that most of this is alien
teclmology which we have re-engineered.
We have got US air force pilots flying
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BD: I am a member of an old boys
network of approximately 200, and
in that group we are retirees of many
different areas. Tlus includes
Admirals and Generals
and
Astronauts and we even have some
Cosmonauts who have agreed to be
part of this network. So we have
astronauts like Gordon Cooper, and
we are struggling to bring this out.
We believe that the United States
constitutional process hinges on tlus
honesty. For example, there are
things wluch are occurring in my
government that are a total violation
of the constitution such as Black
Budget projects of 55 Billion dollars
a year. TI1at is a total violation of tl1e
constitutional
process
with
no
accountability. Congress just gave tl1at
away.
This old boys network is starting to bring
together an i11itiative for "Congressional
Hearings". This is to try and help save tl1e
constitution, which is literally being trashed
by a few bureaucrats who don't have any
idea what the actual law says. We want
open hearings in Congress. We want the
doors open so that there can be television
coverage of the hearings. We want the
evening news on this tl1ing.
We have been making overtnres to several
members of the House of Representatives
and Senate members and we have sort of

been demanding in a
nice way. We are saying
that they need to do it
now. We need them to
grant us military people
exemption from our
security
oaths,
congressional inmmnity
from violating our ~. 1,_...,.._
security oaths, to speak. ~,..a~t~~SIIIIIila•ii::JI•
I have said to them ..
repeatedly that we can fill your conference
their group to the coalition are welcome to
room with astronauts and cosmonauts and
do so. Please write to the address supplied
military people as well as scientists. For the
at the end of the video [transcript actually
first time, the American people will
-ED]
understand what has been going on - what
has been happening.
When we get these Congressional hearings
I would like representatives from all the
I have told the Senators that the people will
organisations there to help and support
be thankful for you being candid enough,
from all over the world.
honest enough to tell them the truth. So this
Congressional hearing we are working on is
MW: Well I will try to be there.
making some headway.
There was a iilitiative put forward on the
MW: So what would you recommend people
U11ited Nations agenda in the 70 ' s. It was
do to find out more.
a numbered agenda initiative to establish a
committee in the UN to research this
BD: Well I am always very impressed by the
phenomenon. It was not successful then
British researchers who are doing work such
but it is still available to be re-presented
as yourself and the likes of Busty Taylor
and voted on. If I didn' t think positively I
[Shucks -ED] but I am especially interested
think I would crawl back home and crawl
by the work of Timothy Good. He has
under a rock. I have got to believe that we
written the finest work that I feel has ever
will succeed and win out. I not only feel
been published on tilis subject called
this in a strong spiritual sense but I think
"Above Top Secret". I reconunend that
the people, damn it, have a right to know
people read this soon as he is bringing out a
the truth! Your people and my people and
follow up to the book wllich I am sure will
all those throughout the world do not
also be another essential read.
deserve to be lied to by their governments.
What is also interesting about his fonner
book is its foreword, which is by a very
important man an Adnliral of the Fleet, Lord
Peter Hill Norton, who I believe was chief of
ti1e British Defence Staff for about seven
years. The highest number one military
position in ti1e British military - equivalent
to our Chairman ofti1e Join Chiefs.
I am always impressed with your work and I
am very happy to be here for this reason. I
am always interested by your work and was
invited to come and am delighted to come,
to not only meet with people like yourselves
but to share information.
MW: There is a British group known as
ORTK (Operation Right To Know) who are
trying to get British interest and political
movement do you have something similar
for groups.
BD: Yes we have underway a project known
as the Coalition of UFO Groups wllich is
trying to join the forces of each group. You
see we cant do this ti1ing on an individual
level, or on a small group level, it has to be
one joint effort! Anyone who wishes to join

.

MW: What strikes me as very sad about
tilis whole issue is that all this hidden
technology could be put to good uses to
solve some of ti1e worlds problems.
BD: We have made some incredible
strides in Fusion reaction which were
conducted at Los Almos 17 years ago
which were never made public. No mess,
no fuel rods, free energy for ever. That's
only the tip of the iceberg. They have also
made particular strides in medicine which
they have never told us about. I don't
know what the justification is. I know
there is a certain amount of greed,
whereby a certain amount of people think
ti1at they can control this. Tllis is certainly
the case in the free energy world whereby
those who own ti1e fuel companies do not
want tilis teclmology to come out. Stop for
a moment what would happen to the world
economy in a minute, if you were to
release free energy devices. T11e world oil
and fuel markets would collapse. Still I
resent the fact that information wllich
could be cmcial to peoples health and
welfare could be denied to them.

MW: What do you tllink about freedom of
information acts?
BD: A lot of the time information is hidden
under the banner of "national security". So
the freedom of infom1ation act; all you need
to do is use National Security, and it's
useless. We are in this Congressional
iilitiative, proposing a new act called AIR,
called t!Je An1erican Information Rights Act,
to give t!Je people access to the secrets of
their govermnent. We know that dumb
nlistakes are covered up and t!Jey put a
security label on them. We need fresh air,
fresh AIR!
MW: I understand that you may be writing a
book in the future?
BD: Matthew, I have been writing a book for
ti1e last 10 years. I have jokingly said that if
I would shut up and stay home, I nlight just
get it finished. I had planned to stay home
all of I 996 and get it finished. But when I
was invited here to talk I just couldn't tum
ti1em down. England is home to me in many
ways. My family from both sides came from
here. I love the people in so many ways that
when I am iiwited I have to come. I spoke in
Leeds, I have spoken in Binningham and I
will be speaking in Andover. I am absolutely
delighted to meet and co-ordinate wit!J
people with yourselves.
The book will be called "The Time Has
Come " and it won' t just be a look at what I
was doing in ti1e services but it will look at
t!Je entire event - the whole picture. In my
book I can going to cover t!Je history and the
present involvement and I am going to
discuss what his happening on the planet as
I see it. I will be putting ii1 tirree main
chapters- Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow.
The primary interest which I have got now is
who are we - where did we come from.
Tlmt' s tl1e priinary focus of my book. I will
say in t!Jis book things that I have never said
before and release new iilformation. The
thing I want to say is that it's time to wake
up and realise that you are more important
that you ever thought you were. You are not
some galactic accident and there no accident
behind it. I want people to start graspii1g
that - t!Je spark, t!Je immortal spark.
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these little creatures that you encounter. We
listen to what these people have to say. In
bringing it out we alleviate the trauma.
We have a web page and email and we don' t
nlind people contacting us by phone or mail.
Don't hesitate to call on Cecilia or me if you
need help. We have got to extend our arms
and our love to tl1ese people.
MW: Well it had been a very interesting
interview wiili you and I would like to thank
you very much for taking part.
BD: TI1ank you for asking me, it has been a
pleasure.
THOSE NAME AND ADDRESS DETAil$
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Bob & Cecilia Dean, PO Box 85159,
Tucson, Arizona 85754-5159
Tel 001 - 520- 882- 9554
FAX 001- 520- 882-4907
EMAIL stargate@rtd.com

MW: I would like to change the tone now
slightly if I may and ask the question that
some people might be wondering why we
haven' t mentioned. TI1ere is another side to
Ufology - that is tl1e intervention by some
aliens, into peoples lives, in a way that they
consider to be tmfriendly or hostile. This has
tern1
become known under tl1e
"abductions". What is your opinion on why
tllis is happening?
BD: I am concerned about the so called
Abduction phenomenon. I look at it as part
of this intimate interrelationship. People are
involuntarily taken out of their bedrooms at
night subjected to experiments. Sometimes
they will not remember it at all, sometimes
they will begin to remember it slowly. I am
concerned about it and do speak out about it.
I ask people to try to speak out about it and
not to feel of themselves as victin1s. I know,
however, that people who are taken out of
their bedrooms at night - there is a certain
feeling of victin1isation to this. We still
don' t know quite what is happening. My
wife Cecilia has established a training
program to deal with this. She worked with
Pima county departments as a witness
victin1 support counsellor. She has taken her
skill and training and has applied it to tl1is
phenomenon and I believe she is going to be
of great help to people who are experiencing
these things and contacts. You see, these
people can be helped by simply telling them
that they are not alone. You don' t laugh at
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them and you don' t ridicule them because
it is real.
I would like to see Cecilia bring this
program to Europe and I know we are
already helping many people in America. I
think the worst part about this tiling is that
tl1ese people have an experience that they
don' t know how to deal with - it's
unnerving. How do you explain some of
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Janice is 36 years old and a mother of three children.
She is a lifetime alien abductee and like many others, experiences the phenomenon of Dual
Reference (experiencing two realities/existences at once). Her story is especially interesting, as
she only recently came (orward a(ter suffering 15 years in total isolation. Knowing today that
others can relate to her experiences has helped tremendously.
For the past 15 years I have been in
conflict with my 'future self' - an
extraterrestrial called Ony Colona.
During that time I have received much
channelling from her in the form of
messages, poetry, songs and pictures. The
last year has been especially productive,
as I decided to give up the battle and
allow Ony to assume her place in my
everyday life. If only I knew 15 years ago
what I know today, I would never have
been so fearful in facing her.

I always refused to read or hear of
anything related to UFOs and aliens, so as to
avoid planting ideas or suggestions into my
subconscious mind. I wanted to know that
everything I produced was from my own
experience. Once I did fear that I must be
schizophrenic to have such conflicting
thoughts. However, in 1990 my fears
lessened after I witnessed a disk-shaped,
silver craft travel across a clear blue sky; in
the direction of RAF Menwith Hill. 1l1is
experience prompted me to seek answers
instead of blocking the contact. Tiuee years
passed before I decided to infonn a local
ufologist of my sighting.
Upon contacting ti1e ufologist I felt
some of my most painful mental anguish as
Ony Colona approached witi1 such intensity.
It took a further Uuee years before Ony and
I were able to coexist in comfort, sharing
both tlus mind and body.
Because Ony Colona is a member of
tl1e race called Essassani (a colony of
Terran-Reticulan hybrids which in the
future settle on a planet in the constellation
of Orion), earthly humour allows me to
relate my alien experiences in a lighthearted manner. There are so many 'UFO
abductees' who are fearful of their

experiences, wiili little cause as tile ETs
generally mean them no harm. The
Reticulans just have a strange way of
showing tl1ey care, having lost their
emotions.
The human soul is a wonderful
experience, but Uuough neglect many of us
have lost purpose and direction, feeling
abandoned and alone. In truili we are not
alone, we are One. Meditation combined
wiili pure thought and diet can awaken ti1e
sleeping forces so unique to tl1e human
race. This is what tl1e Reticulans fmd so
fascinating, and in ilieir emotionless state
need to rediscover ilieir own spirituality.
Hence one reason for tl1e experiments in
hybrid creation.
Like many of tl10se on Earth, my
physical body is changing ti1rough no
effort of myself. Its DNA is developing
and tile barrier iliat blocked my memories
of tile future is dissolving. My body is
healing itself, after suffering abuse for
many years as a consequence of eating
foods manufactured by tl1e unenlightened.
Sadly, society continues to be poisoned
tiuough lack of proper nutrition.
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
What can the Reticulans offer us if
we are basically an envied race? Direction,
oneness, knowledge of what may happen if
we continue on our present course of selfdestruction. Oilier qualities iliat need to be
found are spirituality and unconditional
love.
In ti1e future the Reticulans will
succeed in the hybrid experin1ent. This is
not to be feared, as tl1e new beings will
give us much guidance and love; since we

are a part of ilieir parentage.
I have a hybrid daughter called Zaffra,
who lives not on Earth but in a dimension of
light. She is pure Essassruu, and may be tile
moilier or grru1dmother of my future self,
Ony Colona. Incredibly, Zaffra is boili my
child and progenitor. Time certainly is
merulingless in quru1tum space.
NEGATIVE GREYS
I cannot talk about Ony Colona witl1
anyone I meet; ilieir spirit has to feel right.
We could be in danger from iliose afraid of
change. Such as tile Govenunent, who have
been manipulated ru1d misinformed by the
negative Greys and iliose people who
contain Grey souls.
Tins world is soon to become a very
beautiful place, not only to tile eye but to tile
spirit of man ru1d all oilier beings. True love
will abound, and harmony between all
things - not only living but the elements and
nunerals as well . Our bodies are a
combination of all substru1ce found upon
Earili and in tile stars.
Once I remember being a supemova
looking down upon tile Earili. As I exploded
into a nullion tiny fragments, I was filled
wiili peace ru1d overwhelming joy. I knew I
was still alive, continuing on tl1e joumey of
knowledge, experience and ultimately the
becoming of unconditional love.
I feel tile need to come forward now
with my chrumellings and experiences. It
will be a hopeful message for the mru1y lost
souls out tl1ere. Below is sometlung I wrote
in December 1989, before 'corning out of
tile closet' as I did one year ago.
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You may think it strange for me to sit
here and tell you I am an alien, but far more
strange to tell you that we are all aliens to
what we thought was our own planet. How
could it be our planet when we treat it with
such contempt, hatred and thoughtlessness?
To see wild animals in cages being tortured
for beauty' s sake; whole forests killed to
produce toys for the wealthy; deserts
expanding until they meet each other in a
dry sad union.
Sometimes I wonder if I think too
much, or maybe not enough. We all have the
power to change what is going on, but how
could it happen in the first place? God is not
dead, Mother Nature is not in the
menopause, Old Father Tin1e has not gone
senile. These figureheads are all in our
minds as scapegoats: "Oh God, how could
He let this happen?" "A natural
phenomenon." ''I'm too old to care." All
these are pathetic excuses to shift the blame.
We are in charge of our own lives m1d
minds, so why do we use them so little?
Because most of us are not being shown the
way. Why has our Creator seemingly
abandoned us for so long?
OVERACTIVE IMAGINATION

For years I have known of a place in
the recess of my mind. I have always wanted
to go ' Home', but never quite knew where
tlus place was or how to get there. An
' overactive imagination' maybe, or could it
be natural instinct - like tl1e salmon
attempting to return from where it came?
How many of us cmmot cope with the lives
we have because we feel entombed in
falsehoods and lies? How mm1y people talk
of ' finding themselves'. We are as sad a
case as the aninlals we cage - we also cmu1ot
escape.
I have another self: Ony Colona is her
name. I would like to tell you of her, but
know not how - my words are futile. I shall
make contact through nlind unification ...
I feel distant, looking from above.
What long mms I seem to have. The mind
reaches out for miles, far far away where

floating spirits play with musical rivers
m1d chiming stars. I feel Ony is entering. I
am sick with excitement and cannot move.
"My world is your world, we are
mirrors. We care for you - you are our
children, you are our parents. Time has
become one, it has no meaning. Time is an
obstacle created by mm1. Our failing stars
were a warning, we must guide you to save
ourselves. All this destruction is
meaningless; all the degradation of man.
The dictators who suppress must go. The
pollution is in your bodies, you die so
young. The food chain is destructive, it is
poisoning your cluldren. Help yourselves,
we will point tl1e way. You choose your
destiny, you decide your lives. Free
yourselves, go with your instincts. Stop
and feel tl1e way with your souls ... "
I am alone but not afraid. There were
times I would cry out in anguish with
outstretched anus, "Please take me back,
don 't leave me here!" But they did not
come and I knew they were tl1ere, just out
of sight. Sometimes I would receive
guidance through a sign, an object in a
coffee bar, a spoken word from a stranger.
I felt so alone and so different; I knew
something tl1at no-one else bothered to
feel. They would laugh m1d buy me a drink
to dull my senses. I nearly died but Ony
Colona honoured me witl1 a brief visit. She
showed me the road out of hell.

"Pull yourself together," said my
parents. How could iliey not know? TI1ey
were too busy trying find out like many
others, who tl1ey really were. I decided to
keep busy to free myself of my anguished
thoughts. "Don' t iliink, be happy" became
my mantra. TI1e less I thought too deeply,
the happier I became; but all tl1e tin1e
under tl1e surface I felt unease growing. I
knew one day I would have to face myself
m1d come to tenus with my feelings . It
took me three years to become strong, to
have confidence in myself atld the way my
mind worked. I was no longer afraid of
what I nught find inside. I no longer feared
that something would emerge that I
couldn' t control.
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At tl1e conception of my first child, I
knew he was to be my saviour. With him
being an extension of myself, it would give
me greater power. I had an ally, someone
who knew my thoughts the moment they
happened. We sleep at different times, but
awake at exactly the same minute. With
each child I have, my powers will be
strengthened. Where can it lead ultimately?
My children will have cluldren, I will grow,
their knowledge will grow... is this the
transition from one species to the next? Will
tl1e human being as we know it, become tl1e
future missing link?
I have not forsaken my roots - I know
who I am. My child is only tlrree years old
and has always known where he is from. He
is a moonchild: "moon" and "stars" were
among ilie first words he spoke. His eyes
sparkle witl1 knowledge long forgotten by
those far older. Are we made to forget on
purpose, to help us through our lives on
Earili?

"Our destiny isn' t mapped out for us,"
a stranger once said to me as she sat by my
side in a coffee bar. "TI1ere are several roads
to take."
Was tl1e woman insane? Was I insane?
Or were we the only ones who knew? Part of
our purpose on Earili is to help others to
understand and lead better lives. The more
we help others, the closer we are to the truth
and our Creator.
"Don' t kill the Earth, it is the only one
you' ve got. Treat it witl1 care, it will look
after you and teach you all the secrets of
ancient civilisations, modern cultures, future
hopes m1d aspirations."
ABANDONED

I have stopped hoping to return Home.
I no longer gaze into the sky wondering why
I have been abandoned, and hating everyone
for holding me down. I now see a radiant
light at the edge of my mind containing Ony
Colona witl1 her partner and two small
cluldren. We are mirrors of one other.. . I
must either be pregnant or due to conceive
soon.

I look into the future and I see myself
at eighty years old with children at my feet,
telling stories. My son has beautiful children
with hair the colour of golden com and eyes
as dark as the rich earth beneath our feet. I
see lands luscious green, animals free, and
faces happy.
Everyday I meet new people and some
have the 'look'. I know gradually the
knowledge is filtering through. People are
becoming more aware of natural habitats.
The Earth will die in parts, but through this
more will be learned. It is not a bad thing.
Out of the ashes will ascend a
beautiful jewel beyond compare, something
so amazing it will take your breath away. A
crystal vision that reflects thoughts like a
kaleidoscope multiplying, twisting and
atomising. Casting glorious dimensions
which we may pass through and return; our
minds bursting with excitement and
realisation. It will be the ultimate answer to
the infinite question. All peoples before
found the answer only when they passed on,
but with this vision we can return renewed,
regenerated, re-enlightened, and be content
with our lives on Earth for the duration of
our time.
At night we sleep and visit places
barred to us in waking life. We can perform
unbelievable feats of magic because we are
asleep. We relax and let the vibrations flow

through our bodies. The magnetism of the
Earth reacts with our souls and gives us
the powers we possess at all times but
refuse to acknowledge. We all have the
power to heal and to help one another. We
all have experiences to share, to make life
easier for others. So why pity ourselves?
Our lives are our own creations. Make
sure the problems you have are not of your
own making in any possible way and they
will disappear. Negative thoughts are
destructive, while positive thoughts are
creative.

Late NEWS
By Matthew Williams
Recently whilst at the Public Record Office
in Kew, searching through the released
govememnt file son UFOs, two letters were
found. One was from Project Bluebook to
the MOD, the other was the MOD reply
back to Project Bluebook. The Letters read
as follows:
Dept OfAir Force Washington 5-6-1965

Last night I found it hard to sleep.
My mind was so active and I felt an
overwhelming surge of energy radiating
from my palms. "Is this the calling?" I
thought. Was I prepared to go now and
leave everything I had on Earth? My
answer was yes, but maybe in my heart I
would have wanted to return to my child and so here I remain still. Captive of my
own making like so many others. There
are times when my palms bum with such
power, especially when I am close to
someone suffering illness in their mind or
body.
CALMING WATERS

Perhaps as I mature I feel more at
ease with the world, but never fail to
marvel at some of its achievements as if
seen through the eyes of a child. A child
sees the truth and sometimes I cry with a
sense of helplessness feeling so small in such
a large place. But my
knowledge of centuries
past grows each year to
be
passed
down
genetically. I no longer
scream inside, as the
calming waters of a faroff land wash through
my body.
And who will
listen to me? All those
who don't give a damn
will carry on and destroy
themselves. It happens
all the time in evolution:
the unsuitable don't
survive and compatibility reigns. We are
changing and soon the
Earth will be our own.
Those of us with alien
souls and developed
minds will become
custodians of the new
world.
[Janice
may
be
contacted through the
magazine address- ED]

In keeping with the Air Force role for the
air defense of our country, we are
responsible for investigation of
Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs)
reported in the skies over the United
States. The name of this program which is
governed by Air Force regulation 200-2 is
Project Blue Book. A copy of the current
report on this project and a copy of the
regulation governing the program are
attached for your information.
We are interested in obtaining the following
infomzation on British UFO activity:
• Do you Have a Government Program
comparable to our project Bluebook?
• If so do you have a scientific
consultant.?
• Are there civilian organisations in your
country dedicated to the study of
UFOs?
• How much UFO activity do you have in
your country?
The Air Force scientific consultant to
Project Bluebook is Doctor J Allen Hynek,
is planning a trip to London is September.
While he is there he would like to discuss
the subject with you.
John F Spaulding, Lt Col USAF.

THE REPLY FROM THE MOD
Dated 24 June 1965
Mr Langton has shown us your letter of the
15'h June about Project Blue Book. In the
United Kingdom the Air Force Department
of the Ministry Of Defence has the primary
responsibility for investigating reports of
UFOs, and the reasons for the allocation of
this responsibility are exactly the same
reasons as in your case.
We investigate every case reported to us,
and we use every assistance, civilian as well
as military, available to us to identifY a
particular object. For example, we have
frequently used the resources of Kodak Ltd,
to examine photographs, films and
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equipment submitted to us. We do not,
however, maintain a special scientific staff
for this purpose. It is n01mally handled as
part of our Air Force Technical Intelligence
department. Unlike you however, we do
investigate single observer sightings. Our
results, in some 90% of cases investigated,
we are able to make a positive rational
identification, in I 0% we are unable to do
so because of insufficient data, and in no
case have we unearthed any evidence of
extra-terrestrial origin.
011r policy is to play down tile s11bject of
UFOs to avoid attac/ring 11nd11e attention
or p11blicity to it. As a res11/J, we llave never
llad any seriow political press11re to
mo11nt a large scale investigation Sllcll as
Project Bbte Book Indeed tile matter lias
been raised only once in Parliament in tile
last 5 or 6 years, a11d tllen in only a
perfllnctory way.
•
•
•
•

No
No
Yes, a considerable number
We investigate about 70 cases a year but
there are other which are not reported to
us, although sometimes reported in the
newspapers.

We should be happy to discuss this matter
with Dr Hynek when he comes to London
and no doubt you will let us know in due
course when he will be here.
NO NAME, SIGNATURE, OR DEPT
details were attached.
What we at Tmthseekers want to know is
how the hell can a military body such as the
MOD justify it' s actions in witholding or
playing down UFO information from the
public for any means. TI1e MOD admit that
the real reason for tllis playing down was to
avoid political pressure from the media and
public. It is forbidden for a department to
take such action like tills witl10ut mandate
or directives from govenunent to begin with.
To do so would mean that tl1e department is
not following govenunental policy and is not
in line with civil service guidelines.
I think it is downright reckless and
bordering crinlinal for the MOD to take tllis
line. They have no right to keep UFO
information away from the media or public
nor to play it down. Using it as a tactic to
alleviate departmental pressures goes
against democracy and is outright
disgusting. If the job is tl1ere and is
supposed to be performed then perfonn it,
and stop intefering, I say.
Whoever at the MOD made these decisions
must be brought to question and answer for

their incredible negligent and reckless
actions. This should now constitute a
review of current policy and I feel we are
entitled to a response from the MOD as to
it' s current policy on the subject. Moves
are underway to secure such a statement.

****
Sightings provoked scrambles. (Update
to Newsdesk Article "UFOs a Flight of
Fancy" in issue 9)
Tilis update article which clarified a few
points was sent to us by Mr Nick Pope.

I was interested to see the article on the
MOD's handling of the UFO mystety
which appeared in Issue 896 (RAF NEWS),
When I Worked in Secretariat (Air Stajj)
2a in the early 90s I found that although

many UFO sightings could be explained,
there was a hard core of sightings that
defied any convesntional explanation. These
included a number of cases where visual
sightings were backed up by radar evidence.
The RAF's involvement with this subject
goes back to at least the I 940s and I have
come across some fascinating accounts of
air craft being scrambled to intercept
UFOs.
Some of these incidents are detailed in files
available in the Public Record Office in
Kew. Although many RAF aircrew have
given me details of their own spectacular
encounters, very few of them have ever made
an official report.
Perhaps readers of RAF News have some
stories which would make interesting
reading? N G POPE- MOD.

UFO CONFERENCE

Lancashire
Aerial
Phenomena
Investigation
Society

1996
Conspiracy.
Implants.
Aliens.

PRESENTS
WHERE 7 : THE LOWTHER PA Vll.JON , L YTBAM , near BLA<:;KPOOL.
WHEN 7 :WEEKEND OF THE 16Tu/17TH NOVEMBER 1996.

SATURDAY
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(]Jqm- 7pm- Doors mn JO.JSaml

....

Jenny Randles

Foremost British UFO researcher, writer and
broadcaster, will present her views, and give
an update on British ufology.

Derrel Sims

F';.jil

{ UL JVCCLUSIVJE J Chief Abduction

Investigator for the Houston UFO Network,
will discuss the abduction phenomenon, and
will p~esent hard evidence for alien

1iiiJil...

Nick Pope

;rtw

The former head of A.irstaff 2a, outlines the
policy of the MoD towards the handling of
UFO material, and details his own involvement
in investigating reports ofUFOs.

~Jordan Maxwell

:<h;,i:;

(UK llXCLllSIV1l} Top class lecturer,
broadcaster and leading authority on global
conspiracy, explores the topic of "England
and the Gods of Antiquity" .

SUNDAY
(]Jqm • 6pm- Doors open 10.1~
~
Derrel Sims
L
Concludes his talk, based on 25 years of
experience in investigating UFO sightings and
alien abduction experiences. He is well known
for his unique and progressive techniques for
dealing with the alleged alien presence. He will
discuss at length how these methods apparently
provoked a mass abduction experience, with
physical evidence, near Houston, in 1992.

~

Philip Mantle

[~l

The controversial Director ofBUFORA looks at
the history of, and for the truth behind, the Alien
Autopsy Footage. Included in his lecture will be
footage new to the UK.: ['K l!.Y.CL['$Il'I!}

~

Jordan Maxwell

;;,;:U

Concludes his talk, based on 35 years researching
how the Illuminati machine operates, and how it
links with government, commercial, military and
religious networks. This will be a two-session
lecture due to the extent of material available.

~ADerrel Sims

will also be holding a workshop on Saturdily at 8pm (at stru~ll extra
cost) where he will give detailed descriptions of specific techniques that seem to produce quite
remarkable data relating to abductions and abductees. This will last for 2-3 hours, and if time allows,
a demonstration of hypnotic linguistics, accessing systems, and hypnotic regression will be presented.

BOOKING FORM
Name: ................................................................. Address: .....................................................................
............................................................................. Postcode: ......................... Tel: ................................. ..
Tickets for both days
: £20.00 ..........
Please make cheques payable to
Tickets for Saturday only
: £12.00 ..........
LAPIS and send to:
Tickets for sunday only
: £12.00 ..........
Sam Wright, 15 Knantsboro Ave,
: £ 2.00 ..........
Blackpool, Lanes, FY3 9QW.
Tickets for workshop
For runher Information contact. Paulette (01253) 391704 or John IE-Mai11101623.2712@ comouserve.com
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